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NATURAL

REGIONS OF MAINE

Introduction
The major purpose

of this report is to distinguish

of Maine which are homogeneous
have divided
primarily

the entire

in their basic natural

state into four regions

on the basis of those large-scale

distribution

of major plant

geographic

areas

conditions.

and seventeen

We

subregions

factors of land form and

and animal communities

(Figure 1).

This

delineation and classification of geographic areas serve to present the
distinctiveness of the natural environment in terms recognizable to the
non-specialist.

Physiography or geomorphology and vegetation distribution provide the
primary information for distinguishing one area from another.

Secondary

information on wildlife, bedrock geology, soils, streams and lakes, and
climatic factors is also utilized in the description of subregions or
sections.

The goal of this report is to establish a firm and comprehensive geographic
context for the functioning and irrplementation of the Critical Areas
Program of the State of Maine.

It is our hope that this report will be

of considerable use in general planning, land use planning, and in a
variety of management programs in which knowledge of the distinctiveness
of natural features within areas of the state is needed.

The State Planning Office was directed by the 106th Maine Legislature in
1974 to develop an official register of critical areas and to encourage

and coordinate the conservation of such areas.

This report is the second

of two reports by the Center for Natural Areas which provides background
on the overall variety of types of natural features, their significance,
geographic distribution, and suitability for the Critical Areas Program.

Methods of Delineating the Regions
The primary information utilized in delineating the regions is physiography
and biotic communities.

Differences in wetland distribution, climate,

1

fauna,

and special.

aspects

of geology were

used to Eozm t.l.e s ubz c-j Lonc ,

Tlrn map of these regions and subregions (Figure 1) represents natural
bounda r i.e s of these physical and biotic factors.

In order to present

the r.atiur a L regions' boundaries in a form useful in other contexts, we
have transferred these boundary lines to a map showing minor civil
division boundaries (Figure 2).

The form of the land is created by the underlying structure of the earth's
crust.

Overlying the bedrock is a mantle of soil which has been created

by weathering processes or transported by glacial and river action, wind
and ocean.

The distribution of standing water and the pattern of river

and stream flow over the land is determined by this geologic structure
(Atwood 1940).

The terrestrial plants, growing out of the soil, form a vegetative cover
over the earth.

Terrestrial animals occupy these vegetativo communities.

Aquatic plants and animals occupy the fresh and salt w.:lter portions of the
earth's surface.

Climate influences both the processes of development

and change in the physical surface and the growth and distribution of
plants and animals •.

Climatic factors of precipitation, temperature, and

amount of sunlight a~e the key variables which determine the physiochemical processes of erosion, weathering, deposition.

These processes,

in turn, modify bedrock and soil.

Plants and animals are subject to the constant force of evolution which
continually works to adapt and adjust their characteristics to the changing
physical world.

Because plants and animals are interrelated in a

dynamic, functional way with each other and with their abiotic environment,
evolution acts upon c~ntire living communities.

As these communities change

their own physical or.vi.ronrnerrc , what actually is developing and evolving
over time is an ;~ntin~ ecosystem.

Thus, entire dynamic, interrelated

·units of plants, animals, soil and water have been shaped into particula~
asseroblages within particular areas.

This division of th8 state into

natural regions reflects the geographic distribution of these units
which integrate the physiographic and biotic elements.
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Past Efforts

at Geographic

Divisions

Maine has been treated in a larger context by persons
areal divisions

covering

North America.

Sometimes

all or large parts of the United
these efforts have developed

basis of limited criteria
the discussion.
detail

who have developed

divisions

on the

choosen to fit the needs and perspective

The larger the total area considered,

and precision

States and

of

the less is the

on the small scale and the more generalized

are the

divisions.

The entire United States and Canada were divided
provinces

by Hunt

Provinces,
described

(1974) •

Most of New England,

and Newfoundland

with altitudes

The physiography

fit into one of these provinces

in a single physiographic

This has three sections

Mountains,

(2) the New England Uplands
Hills,

and

detail to satisfy

Biogeographers

locally

containing
Lowlands

coast."

by Fenneman

in 1938.

the New England

into Maine:

(1) the White

the Bangor

lowlands

(see Figure

3).

treated Maine with nearly enough precision

and biologists

have described

or

communities

resulting

large units called biomes
from the interactions

climates with regional biota and physical

In one such treatment,
the northern

is

the demands of this report.

which are recognizable

state,

province;

extending

(3) the Seaboard

Hunt nor Fenneman

which

1500 feet,

United States was described

Province.

and Norumbega

below

Mari time

above 5000 feet with rocky and irregular

of eastern

Maine is included

regional

the Canadian

as "mostly hilly upland with altitudes

mountainous

Neither

into 40 physiographic

Maine is considered

confi~rous

and the temperate

substrate

(Odum 1971).

to lie in two different

forest biome in the north and west portions
deciduous

top of Mt. Katahdin possesses

biome in the south of the state.

characteristics

of

biomes;
of the
The

of the tundra biome in its

alpine form.

In a variation of the biome treatment, Maine is considered to be in the

coniferous forest biome and in the coniferous-deciduous forest ecotone or

transition

zone

(Odum 1971) .

'!'his difference is ma i.n Ly one of differential

labeling of the border zones between biomes.

These large scale efforts which treat Maine as part of a much larger
area do not provide any detail whatsoever for understanding natural divisons
from a statewide perspective.
There have been only a few discussions of natural regions within the
State of Haine on the basis of integrated physiography and biotic distribution.
H.B.

A delineation of sjx geographic divisions was done by J.M.

Trefethen (1938) for Maine.

and

These units were defined on the "basis

of the notable regional differences in the cultural aspects of the
landscape" which depend in large part upon the natural features present
(see Figure 4) •

The six areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Northwestern lake and forest region
Aroostook potato region
Central woodland and farming region
Washington-Hancock Counties forest and barrens
South-central farming region
Coastal region (subdivided into three sections)

The authors of this map consider the boundaries as tentative since there was
a lack of critical field data available at the time.

The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game recently reformulated
their geographic divisions of the state into eight units on the basis of
physiography, land use, human population, climate, soil, and forest
type (Maine Department of Inland Fish and Game 1974).

These divisions

are made for the primary aim of managing fish and game resources.

Another effort to compile various information into a natural regions map
was made by Day {1950).
regions of Maine.

His map (Figure 6) recognized five natural

The primary basis of his regions was general forest

and vegetation type.

Like the preceding efforts, this is not detailed

enough for our present needs nor does it integrate the wide variety of
infoL"mation available on distribution of physical, climatic, and biological
resources.
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Factors

Considered

For the

delineation and description of each region and sub.r::egion of Maine,

we utilized information from seven different factors.

These are topo-

graphy and physiography, bedrock geology, surficial geology, climate,
wetlands, vegetation, and fauna.

A description of both the general nature

and any unique aspects of these seven factors is presented for each
region and subregion.

Topography and Physiography
This factor includes land form, elevation, relief, and geomorphology which
presents information on the historical aspects of present day land form.

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey maps provided details of elevation above
sea level for all parts of the state.

Both Fenneman (1938) and Toppan

(1935} provide general information on physiography of Maine but not in
much detail.

Six contour lines (from 100 feet to 3~00feet above sea
I

level} are shown in Figure 7 for the state.

The map of land forms (Figure 8) by Day (1950) divides the state according
to three categories of relief; mountainous, hilly, or rolling terrain.
Bedrock Geology
The bedrock features exert control on both topography and surficial
geology.

The distribution of bedrock types for Maine is shown on the

geologic maps prepared for the Maine Geologic Survey in 1967 and revised
in 1972 (Figure 9).

This map presents information on the geologic ages

of plutonic and stratified rock formations in the state.

The types of

metamorphic rocks are emphasized in the geologic map (Figure 10) prepared
by Warner, Doyle, and Hussey (1967).
Surficial Geology
Distribution of soils in Maine has been presented in different ways by
authors working from different perspectives.

Beaumont (1942) gives

five major soil families (Figure 11) whereas Rourke {1966) presents five
types of soil associations in the state (Figure 12).
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In Maine,
glacie:1.l
map

the nature of the soil mantle has been g:reatly

action.

(Figure

The occurrence

13) prepared

of glacial

by Perkins

deposits

c..i.ffected by

is shewn

on the

(1934).

Climate
Climate

is important

for its determination
Climate

on the geography

in Haine is influenced

wind patterns,
these

in the characterization

factors

and the presence
and summaries

of natural

regions mainly

and growth of plants

by latitude,

elevation

of the Atlantic

of climatological

and animals.

and mountain

Ocean.

masses,

On the basis of

data from the

u. s.

Weather

Bureau, Fobes (1946) divided the state into four climatic divisions
(Figure 14).

Fobes' climatic divisions resemble, in a superficial way,

a simplification of the six natural divisions of Trefethen and Trefethen
{Figure 4).

The influence of the ocean on the climate of Maine is evident in both
temperature and precipitation records.

The eastern coastal area has

the highest and northwestern area of the state has the lowest average
a.nnual precipitation (Figure 15).
from the

u. s.

The range of annual precipitation

Army Corps compilations (1972) is from over 48 inches to

under 36 inches per year.

The annual temperature regime is indicated by the number of frost-free
days per year (Figure 16).

The frost-free period increases from south

to north in a steady series of zones which trend in a southwest to
northeast direction.

One other map which gives a picture of temperature

:!..n the warmest month of the year is the mean daily maximum temperature
for July (Figure 17).

The lowest temperatures in July are found in the

coastal region and in the northwest part of the state.

Wetlands
The freshwater wetland resources of the state include the major lakes and
rivers and extensive areas of bogs, marshes, and swamps.

The marine wet-

lands include the lower saltwater tidal reaches of rivers, the estuaries,
and tidal sal tmarsh areas.

The freshwater wetlands may be mapped into

major watershed regions for management purposes.
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The prevalence,
relief,

type,

soils,

occurrence

and distribution

and glacial

his t.ozy

of wetlands

reflects

to some e.x.tent.

of some types of vegetation

topography,

Wetla.nds

determine

the

and faunal communities.

Vegetation
The maps depicting
communities
However,

because

Potential

climax

before

vegetation

or the forest

human alteration

forms the basis
from

plant

cover of the state.

for the state are alike

data and use different

criteria

their corrnnunities.

The distribution

prepared

in Maine are maps of forest

maps available

they each are based on different

for defining

18.

of vegetation

trees form the dominant

none of the vegetation

because

present

distribution

communities

are depicted

supposed

by Kuckler

of stands of trees utilized

(1964)

to be
in Figure

by the timber

for the forest types map of Ferguson

and Kingsley

u. s. Forest Service data (Figure 19).

industry
(1972)

Natural forest

vegetation comprised of all trees without taking into account variation
for elevation and site differences is the basis for the generalized map
compiled by the Society of American Foresters (1955).

The five forest

types they map for Maine (Figure 20) are defined briefly in the S.A.F~
list of forest types for the United States (1967).
based on very generalized and .unspecifi-c:: studies.

All these maps are
A much more complete

study of one area of forest; the coastal spruce-fir forests; is given by
Davis (1966).

He includes quantitative descriptions of all tree species,

shrub, and ground plants and changes in forest composition with age.
Fauna
There are no maps showing statewide distribution of entire groups of animals.
All information on the geography of animals in Mai.ne must be derived from
separate studies on particular species or subgroups of animals or pieced
together from incomplete faunal surveys of limited areas.
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OVERVIEW:
KEY DELINITORS:

REGION 1:

COASTAL REGION

This region is delineatc=d

principally by its generally

low elevation and low relative relief, and by its proximity to the ocean.
It includes the marine islands with the single exception of the higher
portions of Mt. Desert Island.

TOPOGRAPHY:

The distinction between this region and the Uplands Region

is a gradual one.

We consider the Coastal Region as including those

areas with generally less than 200 feet of relief, and typically less
than 100 feet average elevation.

Where these conditions were not ob-

vious, as for southwestern Maine, we delineated the region by a somewhat arbitrarily chosen five mile (approximately) inland limit.

This

corresponds to some degree with the marine climatic influence in this
area.·

The coastline of Maine is noteworthy f~r its extreme irregularity.
This irregularity, in fact, stretches its total shoreline to about 2400
miles or more than ten times the distance from Kittery to Quoddy Head.
The degree of irregularity is controlled partly.by the structural patterns of the bedrock.

Where the shoreline angles across the rock

structure, long parallel valleys cut by stream erosion have been created in the weaker rock belts.

Many of these valleys were later submerged

by glacial activity, leaving ridges of resistant rock rising above
strongly indented inlets.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

The structure of the bedrock in the coastal zone is

basically of three types

(Reed and D'Andrea, 1973).

Most common are

complexly folded strata composed of quartzites, slates, schists, and
gneisses intruded by granites. These are resistant crystalline rocks of
Precambrian to early Paleozoic age (450 million years and older).
Second are less folded moderately resistant strata of red and gray
sandstones, conglomerates, shales, limestone, and gypsum laid down in
the Carboniferous period (280-345 million years ago).

Finally, are less

common, slightly folded strata of red and gray sandstones which are
easily eroded.

Some of these areas have been overlain and interjected

with sheets of resistant lava.
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Most strata have been compressed
are ~rier.t9d

in a r..ortheast

this structure
the erosional

SURFICIAL

to southwest

has determined
features

GEOLOGY:

the Maine coast.

into a series of parallel
direction ..

A series of glacial

events have profoundly

deposited

ern Maine and Canada!.

boulders,

bedrock.

were carried by the glacier

of

shaped

gravel,

from as far away as north-

and steep-sided

valleys,

stream-'

although

tot3.l effect on the shape of the coastline

was relatively

principal

was a modification

effect of the glaciers

and

In some cases,

Giacial ice also scoured the previously

into knobby hills

erosional

above:

of the bedrock.

sand often very foreign to the underlying

worn topography

?.\s noted

the shape of much of the coast because

The early glaciers

these materials

folds which

minor.

the

The

of the

old river drainage patterns.

Evidences

of this earlier

glacial

troyed by more recent glaciers,
ago.

The youthfulness

recent glacial
sub~ergence.
lowered

present

shoreline

rebounded

glacial

meltwater

low saddles

the deposited
streams,

in the bedrock

between

derived
former

Consequently,

the con-

the ~ising sea sub-

when the ancient

and marine
sea level.

sediThe

land rr.ass slowly

stabilized.

ridges of glacial

marine

clay.

debris

ridges.

These

(eskers)

Deltas occur where

laiden with sand and gravel,

on the depressed

from the reworking
location

of the glacier,

ridges

broke

land.

of the thin glacial

the
through

receeded

Limited beach

deposits,

till,

mark the

of sea level on the upper slopes.
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now

acted as succ·essi ve

the ice sheets and the sea as the glacier

and the sea encroached

was

and began to rise when

in many areas above the present

only the highest

through

level,

of the weight

was established

project

barriers

Because

and sea level fluctuation

In many areas,

a shore of recent

coastal belt and some inland areas,

ments were deposited

to this

the sea level of the North Atlantic

land mass was depressed.

the entire

related

is considered

about 200 feet from its present

tinental

des-

about 12,000 years

coast is closely

The coastline

glaciation

the ice sheet receded.

merged

the last occurring

of the Maine

history.
During

activity have since been mostly

locally

The Maine Coastal Region has no true coastal plain and the present
is apparently

formed at the edge of tlie former upland.

ted by the gentle angle that the land passes
of wave-cut

cliffs on the exposed

and saltmarshes

Active erosion

is continuing

irregularities

by eroding headlands

and marsh development.
been determined
glacial

rapidly,

(outwash,

marine or lacustrine

clays often buried

and wave action is smoothing

and filling depressions

itself

(glacial

till)

deposits)

sediments

Region have largely

occur in some areas.

de?osits.

Glacial

of the ocean.

Temperatures
peratures
ranging

strongly

single

The coastal climatic

and sea breezes,

acidic,

and temperatures

till

in surruner than winter.

area is characterized

waters,

easterly

direction.

Cold Polar-Atlantic

The average

1966).

by fog,

influence

is more apparent

air masses

are common

in

systems move over cold

and blow back onto the coast from an
freeze-free

(data from Portland

120-140 days in the southern

land

with July mean tem-

season ranges

from the

end of April until October and the growing season is usually
in the coastal region

influence

and January mean temperatures

The coastal

become stagnant,

on gra-

less extreme than inland temperatures.

late spring and early surruner when continental
Atlantic

(Davis,

factor is the moderating

from 60 to 68 degrees

from 22 to 20 degrees.

the spruce-

iron podsols

in the coastal area are quite moderate

ranging

Till

while eskers

The soils underlying

by thin, mostly-granitic

The most important

Maine.

till,

the soils of the region are shallower

fir forests are mostly shallow,

CLIMATE:

Marine

Large deltas and outwash plains

than inland soils.

overlain

by water

and lowlands but are often covered

clay soils.

Overall,

mixed and

and then deposited.

soils are often found in thick layers on upper slopes,

to some extent by marine

and post-

or stratified

are all common in eastern

are located in most of the valleys

by beach

of the glacial

all other types of glacial

and marine

nite bedrock

areas.

Glacial deposits were either thoroughly

by the glacier

and more sterile

rarity of beaches

of mature coastal

The soils of the Coastal

deposited

outwash,

under the sea, the rarity

by the content and character

deposits.

This is indica-

coast and the relative

which are characteristic

shore

interior.
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and Eastport

Marshes

140-160

stations)

days

and

and other low-lying

areas

usually have even shorter seasons.
along the coast, but it

The actual growing season is longer

is less productive than inland because of the

cooler summer temperatures and less sunlight.

Total annual precipitation is greater on the coast (46 inches, average)
than inland (40 inches, average).

Precipitation is usually evenly dis-

tributed during the year but during some years it may be concentrated
in the winter due to winter storm disturbances (northeasters) that skirt
the coast.

Snow is less on the coast than inland, and averages 50-70

inches coastally vs. 90-100 inches in northern areas.

Due to the :rooder-

ating marine temperatures, fewer thunderstorms occur along the coast
in summer.

Thornthwaite (1948) classifies Maine coastal temperatures as "warm
microthermal" and the humidity as "perhumid." (at least for part of
the coast).

The former is one step warmer than temperatures of taiga

regions, while the latter is remarkable in that perhumid climates are
not extensive in the U.S.

Aside from Maine, they occur in the U.S.

only along the coast of the Northwest, on the western slopes of the
Cascades and the Sierras, and on small "islands" at high elevations
in the Rockies and Appalachians.

Fog is corrimon in the summer {one day

out of six) because warm southern air blows over cold water surfaces,
creating fog.
stantly.

In July and August offshore fog banks occu~ almost con-

There is usually less fog toward the bay heads and in the

warmer (western) part of the coast.
with fog is fog-drip.

A norteworthy feature associated

It is fog which condenses on objects (e.g., trees)

and falls to the ground.

Apparently, it occurs only under exposed, iso-

lated trees or well-thinned stands.

Sunshine varies between 50% {Eastport) and 60% (Portland) of the total
possible annual sunshine.

Prolonged droughts are unconunon, but when

they occur, it is usually in late summer or fall.
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WETLANDS:

Ponds and lakes are scarcer in the Coastal

any other region.

They tend to be scarcer on ~he pnrt of the coast

from Casco Bay south to Kittery.
sent,

Region than in

and extensive.areas

Major estuaries

of salt marsh,

are, of course,

mud flats,

and mussel

pre-

reefs

occur.

VEGETATION:

The most noteworthy

vegetative

Region

is undoubtedly

mostly

from Casco Bay northeastward

generally

the spruce-fir

less than 65°F

(Day,

forest

by extensive

{see Davis,

1950).

Southwestward

sites that have been burned.

It occurs

from Casco Bay,

the better-drained

stands of mixed northern

lock, with white pine on drier,

1966).

in areas where the July isothenn is

and at inland areas farther northeast,
characterized

feature of the Maine Coastal

sandier sites,

locations

hardwoods

are

and hem-

and pitch pine on similar

Jack pine occurs sporadically

eastward on

shallow soils.

Because of the moderating
northern

climatic

influence,

edges of their range extend northeastward

coast beyond their normal inland limits.
contain

communities

turbances
blages

many plants

and rare species

caused by man's activities,

is accentuated

Also,

along the Maine

several offshore

seldom subjected

rare perhurnid

islands

to the usual dis-

and the uniqueness

by the relatively

near the

of these assem-

climate

in which

they are found.

More typical plant
rocky portions,

while exposed

dune communities.
duction

communities

model,

as calculated

is estimated

coast east of Machias,

strand in the exposed

sandy areas harbor typical

For most of the Maine coast,

(terrestrial),

Thornwaite

occupy the headland

where it is 9000-12,000

12

average net primary pro-

by Lieth and Box

at 12,000-15,000

dune and back-

(1972)

kg/ha/yr,
kg/ha/yr.

using the

except on the

FAUNA:

Maine's coastal islands support the largest breeding populations

of seabirds in the eastern United States.

Conunon puffins, razorbills,

red-breasted mergansers, and common eiders nest nowhere else in the
Northeast.

The offshore islands, as well as peninsulas, also serve

as important stopover areas for concentrations of migrating landbirds
in autumn.

The sheltered brackish waters of the many bay~ and estuaries

remain free of ice all year round, and thus harbor large concentrations
of wintering black ducks, goldeneyes, mergansers, old-squaw, eider,
loons, grebes, and cormorants.
coves and islands.
Region.

Bald eagles and ospreys nest along many

White-tail deer are conunon throughout the Coastal

Carnivores such as bobcats, lynx, marten, bear, and such

northern species as moose, while probably conunon in the past, are now
rarely seen because of habitat alteration and human disturbance.

The shortnosed sturgeon, an endangered species of fish, and the Atlantic
sturgeon, a rare one, inhabit a few of the estuaries and larger
rivers in small numbers.

Runs of shad, smelt, alewives, striped bass,

and (locally) Atlantic salmon may be of commercial importance.

Ponds

and lakes are important mainly to a warmwater fishery, for the reasons
cited on p. 25 for the Uplands Region.

SUBREGION la.

SANDY BEACH SUBREGION

KEY DELIMITORS:

The subregion is delineated from others of the Coastal

Region mainly by its mostly straight, non-indented coastline, prevalence
of sand beaches, and lack of coastal spruce-fir forest.

It is similar

to most coastal areas in New Hampshire and northern Massacbusetts.

TOPOGRAPHY:

Relief and elevation are lowest of all the coastal sub-

regions and the seaward slope is very gradual.

The coastline is notice-

ably straighter than other coastal areas of this region.
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BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

This

coastline's

J s fai.r.ly

be dr ook

morphosed, although mostly not to a high degree.
very similar to the bedrock

considerably

The folded rock belts resulting

farther

e xt.cns i ve J y ;metfl-

In this

sense,

it is

east, in Penobscot

Bay.

from metamorphism parallel the shore-

line and contribute to its straightness.

The bedrock probably is meta-

porphosed the most toward the Kittery area.

There, on Gerrish Island,

are evidences of some of the most recent igneous activity in the eastern
United States.

Other areas with bedrock of igneous origins are at

(and inland of) Cape Porpoise, and the Cape Neddick Nubble area.

The

latter is renowned for its well-exposed ga.bbroic outcrops, breccia,
erosional dikes, and steep vertical folding.

Stratified rocks include

a small area of limestone near the Spurwink River at Scarborough.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:

The coast here has been extensively eroded and thus

is more mature than elsewhere in Maine.

Marine erosional features are

relatively rare, although a blowhole occurs at Walker Point (Kennebunkport) and a sea cave is at Jacks Cove (Kennebunk).

Islands are relatively

few and are usually oriented nearly parallel to the shore.
are extensive and are.described

Sandy beaches

in the TRIGOM report (1974).

Glacial

outwash deposits are remarkable in their extent; with few areas excepted,
they cover this subregion.
and Moody.

They are most noticeable between Kennebunk

North of Kennebunk, marine clay deposits are the more preva-

lent surficial feature, while soils in the more metamorphosed area south
of Moody are typically sandy loams from mostly granitic till.

CLIMATE:

The area is significantly warmer in winter than other coastal

areas, and has less snow.

It is slightly drier than areas farther along

the coast.

WETLANDS:

The larger rivers of the area are (south to north) the York

River, Mousarn River, Kennebunk River, Saco River and Nonesuch River.
The estuaries of these rivers probably are the most productive ones in
Maine, but they do not extend far inland.

They typically were formed

by the partial enclosure of bays by sediment deposition.

The Saco River

estuary is the largest within the subregion and it includes Biddeford
Pool.

Lakes, ponds, and other freshwater wetlands are relatively scarce,

with most occurring in the clayey soils north of Kennebunk.

VEGETATION:

The forest vegetation of the southern one-third of this

subregion is nearly identical to that of the Oak Forest Subregion (p.28 ),
with white pine dominating.

Forest in the other two-thirds is charac-

terized by the Transition Hardwood Zone (S.A.F., 1955).
significant loc~lly in sandy, burned-over soils.

Pitch pine is

A sizeable area of

aspen-birch occurs directly south of Biddeford.

Because of the extensive sandy beaches, dune plant conunun.ities are better
developed than in other areas of the state.
is great.

The acreage of salt rnarshes

Most noteworthy are the Scarborough Marshes, Kennebunkport

Marshes, and Wells Marshes.

FAUNA:

The saltmarshes and mudflats supply important habitat for several

significant species.

Scarborough Marsh, Maine's largest salt marsh, sup-

ports nesting Willets and many other shorebirds during migration.

Migra-

tory routes of most shorebirds concentrate them more along the southwestern coast than in easterly areas.

Biddeford Pool undoubtedly is the IOC>st

significant area in l-iaine for migratory shorebird concentrations.

In

winter, the coastal marshes and estuaries with their relatively large
areas of brackish open water provide good habitat for wintering waterfowl, especially black ducks.

Heron colonies are an irqportant feature of a few of the offshore islands.
Specifically, Wood Island (Biddeford) and Appledore Island

{Isles of Shoals)

harbor the only breeding colonies of little blue herons in Maine, as well
as colonies of glossy ibis and snowy egrets near the northern edge of
their range.

The Isles of Shoals probably also represent the southern

nesting periphery of Leach's petrels, black guillemots, and common eiders
(rarely).

On the sandy beaches of this subregion, a few least terns and

a fair number of piping plovers nest.

Other faunal aspects of this region

are identical to that of the Oak Forest Subregion (2a).

SUBREGION lb.
KEY DELIMITORS:

TRANSITION COAST SUBREGION
This subregion is delineated from others of the Coastal

Region mainly by its lower percentage of coastal spruce-fir forest, its
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moderate

distances

indented

and highly irregular.

TOPOGRAPHY:

of rocky coast,

Elevations

the northeastern
dented

that usually

and relief are low, but slightly

for the Sandy Coast Subregion.
the low ridges

and by a coastline

Elevations

forming the skeletons

to about Brunswick,

than

and relief are greatest

of the projecting

part of this subregion.

greater

is

peninsulas

The shoreline

and much straighter

along
in

is heavily

from there,

in-

along Casco

Bay, to the southern boundary.

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

phosed.
Falmouth.

The area has been heavily

Less metamorphosed

areas are between

metamor-

Cape Elizabeth

and

origin occurs near Walpole.

A small area of plutonic

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:

and extensively

Wash plains cover the inland area northeast to Wool1

wich, and the outer coastal area northeast to Harpswell.

Wash plain

sediments also cover the entire Bristol-Pemaquid peninsula.
occur east of Freeport and on the Boothbay peninsula.
is present also north of Boothbay.

Kame fields

A small esker

Soils are almost exclusively derived

from marine sediments where they occur in valleys and glacial till where
they cover ridges.

Soils in a small pocket west of Brunswick are derived

mainly from sand and gravel deposits.

CLIMATE:

Annual precipitation is more similar to the moist coastal areas

to the east than to coastal areas southwestward.

Winter temperatures

may average slightly cooler than at other coastal areas, and the duration
of ice cover may be slightly longer.

WETLANDS:

Dozens of rivers and their estuaries are present.

the lower Kennebec River and estuary.

Largest is

Others include portions of the

Presumpscot, Royal, Sheepscot, and Damariscotta Rivers.

The numerous coves provided by the deeply indented peninsulas are fed
by a myriad of streams that have eroded the soft marine sediment-based
soils of the peninsulas, and by the several larger rivers that have
created sizable estuaries within their V-shaped valleys.
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Small pond~

and deep fresh marshes~ both usually of kettle-hole origin, a.re common
on many of the well-glaciated peninsulas, although mor~ scarce southwest of Brunswick.

Bogs are not uncommon; typical examples, of bota-

nical interest, are at Georgetown and New Harbor.

VEGETATION:
hardwoods.

The forest is composed principally of white pine and mixed
The overall prevalence of white pine is significantly interrupted

by maple-beech-birch forest only in small patches nea~ Brunswick, Arrowsic,
Phippsburg, and Georgetown.

Relatively sparse stands of spruce-fir approach

their southern limit at Cape Elizabeth (they occur farther south only on
Gerrish Island, York Co.).
islands.

They are more widespread on the offshore

A few species associated with the dune-marsh complex reach

their northern periphery in this subregion (e.g., beach plum, Prunus
maritima).

FAUNA:

This area probably has a greater diversity of mar i.ne life than

any other area of the state.

Reasons are many:

a diversity of habitats

ranging from sand beaches to rocky coast; a variety of e~cposures ranging
from intricately sheltered to totally exposed to the ocean; and a diversity of temperature and salinity conditions presented by the numerous
estuaries and complex marine currents.

Quahogs, American oysters, and

several other marine invertebrates of softer substrates are near their
northern peripheries in the Popham-Georgetown-Damariscott~

area.

The lower Kennebec and Sheepscot seem to be favorite areas for both rare
species of sturgeon.

The many marshes and back coves make this subregion

valuable to migratory and especially wintering waterfowl, particularly in
the Casco Bay area.

Migratory shorebirds concentrate in the fall at

Back cove (Portland), Marquoit Bay, Morse River, and many other sites.
Least terns and snowy egrets approach their northern breeding range limit
near Popham Beach.
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SUBREGION

le ..

PENOBSCOT-HUSCONGUS

KEY DELIMITORS:
Penobscot

This subregion

Bay ..

transition

from spruce-fir

areas to the south,
ous than elsewhere
Island,

TOPOGRAPHY:
greater

Maine coast.

BEDROCK

generally

elevation

is greatest

is moderately

Bay between

however,

severe.

Unmetamorphosed

occuring

mainly

Island ..

Their fossils

Ordovician-aged
significant

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

by streams

are relatively

Wash plains

re-

of western

is present

are not as extensive

From

more

throughout,

age indicators

for other

areas on the Maine coast of
A small but commercially

at Rockland.

and marine erosional

common.

to the eastern

strata of North Haven and Stimpson

occur in this subregion.

ice,

relief are

the portion

are limited

Much of the coastal bedrock

and glacial

relative

has been slightly

generally

The only extensive

area of limestone

Region.

and extent of metamorphism.

have served as important

bedrock

in the Uplands

bears similarity

metamorphism

sediments

as the Silurian

rocks in the subregion.

of Mt ..

and Belfast.

of its low degree

southwestward,

the mountains

Within this subregion,

excepting

Much of this subregion

Maine coast because

forest

on Isle Au Haut and Long Island ..

indented,

Rockland

by the

are cooler than

The Camden Hills,

and, especially,

of

are larger and more numer-

and the Blue Hill area are included

GEOLOGY:

Belfast

approximately

Harine waters

than for other coastal subregions.

Penobscot

by the bounds

forest to the white pine-hardwoods

on the coast ..

Average

The shoreline

principally

it is delimited

and rocky islands

lative relief probably

holes)

is delineated

To the southwest,

typical of the southern

Desert

BAYS SUBREGION

Sand beaches

has been deeply
features

(e.g.,

eroded
thunder-

are few.

as areas to the southwest ..

They occur

mostly· aout.hwe s t; of Rockland, with smaller areas near Ellsworth, Belfast,

and Sullivan.

Distinctive eskers are present near Blue Hill and Lamoine,

and kame terraces are present near Brooksville.

Mt. Desert Island boasts

many well-exposed glacial features -- troughs, kettle lakes, asyrmnetrical
mountains, roches moutonnees, north-south oriented striations, erratics,
and the only fjord on the eastern U.S. coast.
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Soils in the less-metamorphosed
marine

sediments,

while schistose

more metamorphosed

biotite

by sandy or rocky loams

CLIMATE:

Winter

coastal

subregions

WETLANDS:

air temperatures

the lower Penobscot

of Subregion

This

high alkalinity

St. George,

are overlain

warmer

than other

Fog occurs

frequently

is greater

than for

VEGETATION:

to fairly

is not extensive,

sparser

bedrock

probably

wetlands

Island

and on

because

marble

hardwoods-hemlock-white
along the western

gray birch-aspen
its southern

the limestone

{Mairs 1966).

Salt
of the

1975).

In areas more distant

a considerable

in Knox County,

being limited by the topography

effect

Island and near Ellsworth,

pine approaches

in-

Relative

and freshwater

forest occurs extensively

inland.

This is true particularly

to a shrubby

and Union.

on Mt. Desert

insoluble

and Spencer

types of the transition

Fire has exerted

rivers

Small ponds occur on a few of the islands.

Spruce-fir

but becomes

Other noteworthy

more ponds

lakes are not present,

{Hutchinson

of this area is, of course,

Ducktrap,

of areas of calcareous

has been metamorphosed
acreage

feature

is true particularly

the presence

Mt. Desert

la.

River and its estuary.

the Blue Hill peninsula.

estuary

slightly

from here eastward

areas to the southwest,

are present.

marsh

with the

till.

average

wetlands

clude parts of the Medomak,

Despite

areas generally

from

areas to the southwest.

The outstanding

to coastal

Igneous

from granite

northeast

those derived

sandy loams are associate1

rocks.

and mean annual water surplus
the coastal

areas are usually

from the sea,

forest

pine zone are prevalent.

shore of Penobscot

in many areas,

on burns

Also on Mt. Desert
Rare luminous

Bay.

most notably

where succession

forest.
limit.

on many of the islands,

has led

Island,

moss occurs

on

jack

at a few

localities.

FAUNA:

The highest population

levels

seabirds

are found in this subregion.

Hundreds

of harbor

and ledges.

seals

in the eastern
Eiders

and a few gray seals

Bald eagles probably

in particular
frequent

reach their maximum
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U.S.

of nesting
are abundant.

the rocky
~esting
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mild.
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SUBREGION

ld.

and winters
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species.
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the coastal

peninsulas,

tidal amplitude
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than subregions
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is moderately

The rocky coastline
(Narraguagus,

small rocky islands
to Eastport,

(especially

however,

Englishman,
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BEDROCK

crystalline

GEOLOGY:

rock

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

sulas, while
moraines
present

activity.
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Glacial
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outwash

and Jonesport;
by pocket
outstanding
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sediraents

and Cutler.

soils almost entirely
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are derived

on the penin-
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sizable

kame field is

are occasionally

several blowholes,

deposits.

Several
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from clay,
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are prevalent
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of this subregion
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history
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sediments
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(Toppan 1935).
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and

From Machias

This part of the coast has a geologic
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however,
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perhaps
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indented

and Machias)

in the 'Jonesport
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northeast

large bays

spruce-

and cool marine waters
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several

farthest

extensive

of small hills on the Schoodic peninsula,
of Cutler.

high,

SUBREGION

This subregion

in the U.S.

TOPOGRAPHY:

the islands

number of vertebrate

edge of Penobscot

fir forest,
greater

However,

EASTERN

KEY DELIMITORS:

eastward

are relatively

on the larger islands where predation

are relatively

eastern

deer populations

arch.

till

CLIMATE:

This subr~gion includes areas whose surruner climate ls more

homogeneously wet and cool than any area in the east:ern

u . s.

Snowfall,

however, averages less than any Maine area except York County.

WETLANDS:

Major rivers and their rather undisturbed estuaries include

the Narraguagus, Pleasant, Chandler, and Machias.
feed directly into the ocean.

Numerous small streams

Ponds and other freshwatar wetlands are

few, but bogs are more prevalent than in other coastal a~eas.

Norse

Pond (Cutler) is distinctive in being elevated, fresh, and close to the
sea.

Salt marsh and mudflat acreage is the greatest of any Maine sub-

region.

VEGETATION:

The coastal spruce-fir forest undoubtedly ret:tches its

greatest prevalence in Maine in this area, and it is prominent inland
as well as coastally.

It grows most densely on the outer peninsulas

and points, and in the area around Cutler.

Northern white-cedar is

typical in the many coastal swamps, and maple-beech-birch forest grows
on drier sites such as are found near Whitneyville.

The humid climate

also is instrumental in the increased occurrence of epiphytic lichens
and bryophytes due to coastal fog and low light levels.

Jack pine

occurs on a few sites, most notably on Great Wass Island where it is
found in bogs.

The remarkably cool and wet climate, found elsewhere

in Maine only on islands that are far offshore and on the highest mountaintops (e.g., Katahdin), also is influential in the affinity of the
plant species and communities of this subregion with those of the offshore islands and mountaintops.

FAUNA:

The relatively undisturbed environment of this subregion harbors

an exceptionally diverse and plentiful fauna.

Ten of the Maine coast's

35 conservation priority zones (Reed & D'Andrea, 1973) occur here.

Im-

portant seabird nesting colonies occur on most of the islands.

The distinctly cooler marine waters support assemblages of marine algae
and invertebrates usually not encountered in other coastal areas.
field and Laubitz (1972) have noted,
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Bous-

On the basis of surface-water characteristics
and faunal composition,
we may recognize [two zoogeographical
divisions of the Maine Coast]:
(1) the section north[east] of Penobscot Bay, by its uniformly cold
(12°C) summer surface temperatures and relatively high salinities,
in which boreal and subarctic faunal elements are dominant, and
(2) the section south of Penobscot Bay, containing pockets of warm
brackish waters in which Virginian faunal elements are dominant.

SUBREGION

le.

COBSCOOK

SUBREGION

This,

the smallest

KEY DELIMITORS:

eated mainly by Cobscook
It is characterized
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calm,

TOPOGRAPHY:

of the coastal

subregions,

is delin-

Bay and a small part of Passamaquoddy

mostly

by its distinctive

marine

Bay.

biota and cold,

marine waters of great tidal amplitude.

The subregion

is rather low throughout,

rising to less than 300 feet.

The shoreline

with rocky hills

is strongly

indented

and

irregular.

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

Toppan

(1935)

This area has undergone

states,

"The region centering

is one of the most interesting
logist."

rocks with volcanics;

to those of Europe;
later-aged

rocks that are entirely

flows and breccia

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

part,

extensive

unmetamorphosed.

A kame terrace

are principally

from clay,

The coastal

to its farthest
maximum

influence

inland point

July temperature

of igneous

and eskers

and north of Pembroke.

CLIMATE:

areas of Silurian

red conglomerate

Outwash plains

occurs

sand,

interbedding

of types more closely

is basically

amid coarse

derived

the complex

fossils

and relatively

in the northern

about the town of Eastport

parts of the State of Maine to the geo-

This is true for many reasons:

sedimentary

Perry,

very little metamorphism.

and

origin,

with basalt

and sandy shale.

are present

at Dennysville

east of Pembroke.

Soils

or glacial till.

in this area.

At less than 72~F,

the coolest
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related

The area around

of cooler summer temperatures

averages

of

of any place

extends
the daily

in Maine.

WETLANDS:

The area is essentially

(60 acres)

and mudflats

Important
freshwater

rivers

wetlands

VEGETATION:
most prevalent

FAUNA:

feeding

Forest

one large estuary,

(2880 acres)

commonly

scattered

along the nhores~

the Bay are the St. Croix and Dennys.

are relatively

Non-tidal,

few.

cover is similar

to Subregion

along the north and west shores

Tidal amplitude,

wit~1 salt ma~shes

the highest

ld.

Spruce-fir

of Cobscook

in the U.S.

excepting

is

Bay.

Alaska

(18

ft. average, 24 ft. in spring), combined with numerous sheltered coves,
a wide range of salinities, and considerable substrate diversity all
add up to one of Maine's most diverse and unusual marine biotas.

The

strong, food-rich currents and tidal whirlpools between Eastport and
Deer Isle attract what are probably the largest concentrations in the
coastal U.S. of Bonaparte's Gulls and northern phalaropes (in August)
and black-legged Kittiwakes (in winter).

The mudflats at South Lubec

provide habitat for concentrations of shorebirds unusu~l for eastern
Maine, and for Maine's largest on-shore concentrations of migrating
brant in spring.

Several pairs of bald eagles are present, and the

annual run of 500-600 Atlantic salmon in the Dennys River currently
make it Maine's nost important river for this species.

In the aspen-

birch woods of this area is one of the highest concentrations of nesting woodcock in the U.S.
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OVERVIEW:

REGION 2

UPLANDS

REGION

KEY DELIMITORS:

This region is delineated

mainly by its overall hilly

relief,

elevation,

of hardwood-hemlock-white

pine

moderate

forest.

The northern

delineated

approximately

the border

is considerably

the northeastern
forest.

of Day

Elevations

Specifically,

elevation

ft. in the northwest.
particularly

Soil Conservation

are low to moderate
averages

Hills usually

steep cliffs

of the processes

Rome,

of pegrnatite,
aged.

the Silurian
the maximum

SURFICIAL

and diabase.

in contrast

altered.
portion

to northern

of the region,

strata.

are much
around Oxford,

is Silurian-

the contact between

This border

also resembles

shoreline.

the northeast-southwest

oldland which has been uplifted
1950).
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and the

and there are many small bodies
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Nearly all of the bedrock

border

The ridges

to 500-1000

The axes of folding

They are centered

and Early Devonian-aged

tilted toward the southeast

strike

for the intense metamorphism

is widespread,

the northern

GEOLOGY:

are believed

Granite

gabbro,

In fact,

are of low profile

The intrusive

than in other regions.

and Canaan.

New

(1963).

in the Dixmont

northeast-southwest

in the southwestern

responsible

and Eastern

caused by glacial ice plucking.

and intensely

folding there is more severe.

and Sou-

ft. in the southeast

The bedrock of this region,

trend more northerly

pine

and relief is usually hilly.

The relief of the hills

has been extensively

more abundant

100-500

approximately

to the "Central

Service

is

to the east,

hardwoods-hemlock-white

and to the "New England

follow the predominating

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

Farther

following

approximately

(1950)

noteworthy.

except for occasional

to about New Vineyard

less well-defined,

The region corresponds

TOPOGRAPHY:

northeast

by the 1100 ft. contour.

York Upland" of the U.S.

Maine,

boundary

limit of the transition

thern Woodlands"

Ridges

and prevalence

strike
and

This uplift caused a partial

rejuvenation

u.nd a large degree of topographic

dissection,

de8plte

region's extensive areas of erosion-resistant metamorphic rocks.

the

'l'he

concept of repeated peneplanation debated by many of ~he early geologists
is now, however, considered an illusion by geomorphologists (Frey, 1966).

Soils and glacial deposits are diverse and are pest described by individual subregions.

Overall, it may be said that the brown podzols of this

region are deeper and more fertile than the shallower, mor~ sterile soils
of other regions.

~eir greater fertility is a reflection of the larger

deciduous element in the original forest vegetation which, in turn, is a
reflection of the milder climate (Day, 1950).
stony or low in silt and clay.

These soils are usually

They are strongly acid, and usually are

moderatelytowell-drained.

CLIMATE:

The outstanding feature of this region's climate is the relatively

warm summer temperatures.

These high temperatures, in conjunction with

favorable wind movements, result in greater evaporation here than in areas
to the north (Fobes, 1946).

This region also has fewer cloudy days than

other regions.

Precipitation is distributed fairly evenly throughout the year, with no
one season outstanding.

Thunderstorms are rather frequent and are per-

haps more extensive as they pass down the lower sections of the river
valleys, which have higher temperatures and more moisture.

In these

semi-enclosed valleys, rainfall is often more intense than in more
open areas.

Snowfall is less in valleys among hills because the snow

shadow effect of the hills forces moisture-laden winds to drop their
load on the higher elevations.

These winds, corning down the leeward

side, also take up moisture rather than precipitate it, thus depriving
the valley locations of much snow.

WETLANDS:

Drainages of nearly all of Maine's major river3 pass through

at least part of this region.

The Kennebec, Androscoggin, and Saco are

especially prominent, and smaller lengths of the Penobscot and Piscataqua
traverse parts of the region.

Freshwater wetlands are more common here

than coastally, but are less so relative to northern and eastern Maine.
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VEGETATION:

The hardwood-hemlock-white pine zone is dominant in this

subregion.

Its northern border, where it is partly replaced by spruce-

fir forest, appears to follow the 68°F (minimum) isotherm for July
(Day, 1950).

Species seldom encountered farther north--such as butternut,

basswood, black birch, hop-hornbeam--occur in this region.

Tamarack

and black spruce, although present in the relatively few cold bogs of
this region, are generally more restricted in their habitat here than
they are in northern Maine, where they sometimes may grow on fairly
well-drained lands (Day, 1950).

Gray birch and staghorn sumac are the

prevalent old-field pioneer species.
over areas.

Pitch pine occurs on sandy, burned~

Hemlocks are typical of ravines and gorges.

Swamps contain

red maple more frequently northward, elm more often southward.

The more

northern hardwoods prevail on cool slopes, especially after selective
cutting of conifers.

Oaks are common toward the southwestern portion.

Primary productivity, as calculated from the Thornthwaite model, averages 12,ooo-1s,ooo kg/ha/yr except in the southwestern part, where it
drops to 9000-12,000 kg/ha/yr (Leeth and Box, 1972).

Pine forests

younger than about 40 years generally are more productive than the
spruce forests farther north and east; however, spruce forests attain
a higher peak of productivity and maintain a greater level of productivity over a long period (Rodin and Bazilevich 1967).

FAUNA:
deer.

The most notable vertebrate of the region is the white-tailed
Its prevalence here is attributable to the milder winters and

abundance of hardwoods browse.

At least 31 species of birds, 11

species of manunals, lOsspecies of reptiles and amphibians, and 12
species of fishes are more corrunon in this region and the adjacent
southern coast than they are elsewhere in Maine.

Moose and northern

carnivores usually are found only locally, if at ·all.

the marranals and

herps more corranon here include the gray fox, opossum, pine vole, southern
flying squirrel and white-footed mouse, musk turtle, Blanding's turtle,
spotted turtle, and DeKay's snake.
for warm-water fishes.

Freshwater areas are valuable primarily

Cold-water species are limited by pollution,

dams, low summer flows, and high water temperatures.

These factors also

limit the value of the major rivers to anadromous species.
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SUBREGION

2a.

OAK FOREST

KEY DELIMITORS:

This subregion

Region principally

is delimited

by the occurrence

Hardwoods-Hemlock-White
else in Maine,

SUBREGION

Pine Zone.

regions.
drumlins

of forest types of the Central
This kind of forest occurs

being more typical of areas to the south.

it covers only 217 square miles

TOPOGRAPHY:

from others of the Uplands

(0.7 percent

of Maine's

The area is the lowest and flattest
Mt. Agamenticus,

rise gradually

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:
area including

nowhere

In Maine,
forest acreage)

of all t~e Uplands

at 692 ft., is the only notable peak.

to 200-400

Scattered

ft.

The area has been rather heavily

Mt. Agamenticus

sub-

has plutonic

origins

metamorphosed.

An

and is substantially

composed of granite.

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

Most of the area occupies

this is less noticeable
Berwick.

A moraine

southeast

(Mirriland

for a few miles in~

northeast

a wash plain,

although

of South Berwick and northeast

Ridge)

of

is located west of Wells and runs

direction.

Kettle hole topography

is

I

most noticeable in the Wells area.

Soils are mostly sandy loams derived

from granite till; however, river drainages in the area usually have more
silty soils.

CLIMATE:

Summer temperatures show a pattern similar to coastal areas,

becoming cooler in a coastward direction.

In winter, this area is

significantly warmer than the rest of Maine, with average daily maximum temperatures in January hitting about 34°F.

Consequently, it has

the least snowfall of any area in western Maine, being comparable only
to eastern Maine in this regard.

Also, it is slightly moister than

southwestern coastal areas, with total precipitation comparing with
that for north-central Maine.
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WETLANDS:

The area falls mostly

with the drainage
Piscataqua

into the Piscataqua

of the upper York River being partly

drainage

includes

the lower Piscataqua

River that feeds it, and the Great Bay embayment
N. H.)

that forms its seaward mouth.

flowing

and meandering

in many areas.

VEGETATION:
racterizes

American

estuary

the Great Works
(shared with

are typically

no other

marshes.

The

inland

slowarea

Only one sphagnum

at Round Pond near South Berwick.

The Central

Hardwoods-Hemlock-White

this area includes

red oaks found in Maine.
A sizeable

Probably

drainage,

included.

River,

These rivers

of Maine has fewer lakes and freshwater
bog is present,

River

chestnut

the most extensive

Most of the forest,

belt of maple-birch

Pine forest that cha-

stretches

was once a common

stands

however,

of white

and

is white pine.

from Eliot to near Webhannet.

tree in this area.1

On Mt. Agamen-.
ticus, vegetation with both southern and northern affinities occurs ..

Flowering dogwood and chestnut oak are near their northern limit here ..
York County, most of which is included in this subregion, boasts 26
species of plants occurring nowhere else in Maine ..

FAUNA:

The presence in this area of extensive stands of hardwoods, es-

pecially oaks, interspersed with large areas of open land, has contributed to relatively high numbers of gray squirrels, blue jays, and
white-tailed deer.

Further, the prevalence of oaks may make this area

prime as potential nesting habitat for red-bellied and red-headed
woodpeckers (which now occur in Maine only very rarely).

The relative

scarcity of wetlands in this area has made it the only area in Maine
where moose occur seldomly.

SUBREGION 2b.

KEY DELIMITORS:

PINE FOREST SUBREGION

This subregion is delimited from others of the Uplands

Region principally by the prevalence of white and (to e. lesser degree)
red pine within the transition Hardwood-Hemlock-White Pine Zone, and by
a lesser concentration of wetlands relative to Subregion 2c.
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TOPOGRAPHY:

Relief is mostly hilly.

Elevation averages 100-500 ft.,

becoming greater (500-1000 ft.) in the northwestern portion and near
Acton on the western edge.
Ossipee Hill

The two hills over 1000 ft. are:

1058 ft.

Saddleback Hills 1200+ ft.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

(Waterboro)
(W. Baldwin)

The bedrock of this area has been more severely meta-

morphosed than any subregion of Maine.

Metamorphism is especially severe

along the lower Kennebec River and near Hebron.

A large granite pluton

occupies the central one-third of the subregion, and another large igneous
pocket runs northeastward from Sanford.

The bedrock of the western and

extreme eastern portions of the subregion is slightly younger than the
rest, and bears an age resemblance to areas of northern Maine.
faults occur at Baldwin and near the southeastern border.

Larger

Outcrops are

numerous, and the major folds are clearly aligned on nearly parallel
northeast axes.

A distinctive zone of intrusive pegmatite is present in the eastern and
northern portions, and extends into Subregions 2d and 4c.

It runs in

a broad belt across Sagadahoc, Androscoggin, and southern Oxford Counties
to the New Hampshire line.

Its southern border runs from at least Poland

through Harrison to Lovell and Fryeburg.

Important outcrop localities

also include Newry, Rumford, Peru, Stoneham, Albany, Auburn, Buckfield,
Greenwood, Hebron, Minot, Norway, and Paris.

These pegmatite areas are

significant for many rare minerals, including several gems.
these occur nowhere else in the eastern

u.s.

or world.

Many of

The pegmatites

are commonly found in sheetlike masses that are parallel to the foliation
of the rocks into which they are intruded.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:

Much of the subregion is buried deeply with glacial

drift, and extensive outwash plains cover large areas, especially along
the southern and eastern borders, and near Fryeburg.

Small eskers occur

near Poland, Brownfield, and along the west bank of the Kennebec River.
A moraine is noticeable along the southern shore of Sebago Lake.

Kame

terraces, drumlins, and glacial deltas are corrunon, and large krune fields
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occur near Westbrook
with small pockets
occurring

CLIMATE:

Soils consist mostly of granite

of loams and sandy loams derived

west of Sanford and near Hebron.

cal pattern
deposits

and Hollis.

of marine

sediments

from schistose

Other soils

till,
till

follow the typi-

near the coast and sand and gravel

along the river valleys.

This subregion

includes

tures of any part of Maine.
69°F for the subregion,
only slightly
the eastern

less.

The average

coast.

Precipitation

hills and along the northeastern

is about

(near Brunswick)

averages

are about as cool as those of

is about average

and potential

summer tempera-

daily July temperature

and even its coolest part

Winter temperatures

higher precipitation

WETLANDS:

areas with the warmest

evaporation

for Maine,

occurring

with slightly

in the higher

edge.
i

The two noteworthy wetlands of this subregion are Merrymeeting

Bay and Se~ago Lake.

Sebago is the deepest (96 m) andl third largest

(116 km) lake in New England.

Merrymeeting Bay is formed by the con-

fluence about Bath of the Androscoggin and Kennebec Rivers (it also is
fed by four smaller rivers).

Much of the watersheds of the Saco, Pre-

sumpscot, and Androscoggin Rivers occur in this subregion.

The Andro-

1

scoggin is noteworthy in that it follows an irregular course, believed
to have been altered by ancient glaciers such that after flowing south
to Lewiston, it turns southeast, then northeast, until it flows into
Merrymeeting Bay.

Other important rivers include all or part of the

Piscataqua (Salmon Falls River), Mousam, Royal, Kennebunk, Ossipee, and
Crooked Rivers.

The seaward portions of many of these rivers are tidal

(but fresh) as far inland as about 50 miles.

Approximately 280 lakes are present.

Other large ones are Long Lake,

Pleasant Lake, Little Sebago Lake, and Auburn Lake.

Wetlands are not

numerous, except north and west of Sebago, and around Acton.

Sphagnum

bogs are rather uncommon.

VEGETATION:

White pine forest covers nearly all of this area.

It is

particularly prevalent on sandier soils, less often on clay ones.
forests are typically the most stratified of coniferous forests.
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Pine
The

herbaceous
forests,

flora is dominated
although

is probably
usually

the similarity

greater

Extensive

forests.

includes

forest occurs throughout

bracken

the Ossipee

drainage.

Maine's

sassafras

trees reach their northern

habitat

in Maine for migrating

vegetation

Maple-beech-birch
along the northern

in disturbed

areas of

areas of wild rice,

food, occur in Merrymeeting

Merrymeeting

area of this region

especially

only extensive

waterfowl

understcry

and sweet-fern.

are prevalent

important

FAUNA:

Red pine is present

Typical

on richer soils,

Large stands of aspen-birch

forests

stands of pitch pi~e occur in

areas near Sanford and Gray.

of the pine forests

edge.

typical of most of Maine's

in this regard to deciduous

than to spruce-fir

in deeper soils.

burned-over

by plants

Bay.

Syca~ore

an

and

limit in this subregion.

Bay, with over 8000 acres of some of the richest
waterfowl,

is the outstanding

(Reed & D'Andrea 1975).

wildlife

In addition to waterfowl,

bald eagles nest here, although with diminishing success in recent years
due to environmental contaminants introduced by man.

An important

fishery habitat, the Bay supports smelt in winter, and once supported
large runs of Atlantic salmon, striped bass, alewives, and shad.

The

short-nosed sturgeon and the Atlantic sturgeon both are pLesent in small
numbers in the Bay.

A well-established population of European carp also

is present in the Bay and poses a menace to game fish in all inland
waters of the lower Kennebec drainage.

The Ossipee River, in the western

part of this subregion, provides some of Maine's finest fishing for
smallmouth bass.

Sebago Lake provides excellent habitat for

land-locked

salmon and lake trout.

In overgrown agricultural areas of this subregion, especially near Saco
and Berwick, the upland sandpiper, field sparrow, and possibly the grasshopper sparrow approach their northern limits of real abundance.
rare species of butterflies also share this habitat.

Several

Yellow-throated

vireos and prairie warblers, both nearing their northern periphery, nest
along the Saco River.

Opossum and gray fox also approach their northern

periphery, and moose, their southern.
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SUBREGION

2c.

BELGRADE-COBBOSSEE

KEY DELIMITORS:

LAKES SUBREGION

This subregion

is delimited

tion of lakes and other wetlands

TOPOGRAPHY:
northeast
ft.,

Relief is hilly,
in Kennebec

(809 ft.)

In contrast to the typical
drainage
strikes

of ancient

glacial

a large

amount of igneous

the Belgrade

The bedrock

Lakes,

igneous

on the southeastern
fieldite

linearity

by glacial

has been severely

crossing

Igneous bedrock

in gabbroic

edge of this subregion,

the lines
1966).

metamorphosed
underlies

and reflects
most of

The area around Androscoggin

in showing especially

resulting

both of

striations(Frey

and also an area near Leeds.

activity

The high-

much of the grain in this subregion

activity.

Lake near Wayne is remarkable

under 500

near Winthrop.

flow indicated

GEOLOGY:

for areas to the

half of the subregion.

or even northeast-southwest,

BEDROCK

County.

are low, averaging

northwest-southeast

lines and lake basins,
north-south

Kennebec

more so·than

Elevations

and rise toward the northwestern

est hill is Mt. Pisgah

aged)

of western

noticeably

County.

mainly by its concentra-

recent

bedrocks.
a syenite

(i.e., Pennian-Cretaceous

Near Litchfield,
rock termed Litch-

is found very rarely -- the only known locality

for it in the

world.

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

The numerous

lakes and other wetlands

were formed

in glacial kettle-holes or in glacially dammed and over-deepened valleys.
Well-defined kame terraces occur near Oakland; a large kame field is
present near Manchester; a sizeable esker runs from near Smithfield
south to Manchester; and wash plains spread mostly along the southwestern edge.

Soils are composed mainly of loams and sandy loams de-

rived from schistose till, with finer soils and soils derived from
sand and gravel deposits occurring typically along the major river
valleys.

A small area of weakly calcareous loam is present at Oakland.

CLIMATE:

Climate is generally similar to Subregion 2b, being only

slightly drier and cooler.
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WETLANDS:

Lakes are the most obvious

other areas of corresponding
of their surface
to south):
Messalonskee
bosseecontee)
these lakes

Lake,

The major bodies

East Pond,

Androscoggin

Lake,

of this subregion.

Few

size in Maine have such a high proportion

covered by water.

North Pond,

feature

Great Pond,

Lake,

and Sabattus

Parker Pond,

Maranacook

Pond.

of water are

Lake,

Long Pond,

Cobbossee

Total alkalinity

(north

(Cob-

of many of

is over 40 ppm, making them chemically similar to lakes

more typical of the Aroostook limestone subregion.

This may be due

to localized pods of calcarious rock dating from the Lower Paleozoic
Age (Mairs 1966).

Most of the lakes feed the Kennebec River indirectly.

Extensive areas of shallow freshwater marsh occur (for example) along
Messalonskee Lake, East Pond, and Cobbossee Lake.
but not common.

Bogs are present

Sidney Bog, on the eastern edge of the subregion, is

perhaps the most biologically noteworthy.

VEGETATION:
Foothills
beech-birch
spruce-fir.

Forest types are generally
Subregion
usually

more similar to those of the

than to those of the Pine Forest Subregion.

Maple-

is prevalent,

and

and is interspresed

by hemlock

White pine is very common on drier soils,

the sandy outwash

soils near Greene.

Several

especially

on

unusual plant species

occur at the Sidney Bog.

FAUNA:

The many wetlands provide valuable habitat for furbearers as

well as migratory and nesting waterfowl, although use may be less than
its true potential due to high-density recreational disturbances by
motorboats and shoreline developments.

The common goldeneye nears its

southern nesting periphery in Maine at Cobbossee Lake; common gallinules,
near their northern periphery, also nest rarely in the area.

The first

(and one of the few in Maine) breeding colonies of black terns occurs at
the south end of Lake Messalonskee.
their southern nesting limit.

At Sidney Bog, palm warblers approach

Cobbossee Lake is one of only two localities

in Maine where the four-toed salamander has been found.

The shallower

areas of the major lakes support excellent fishing for bass, perch, and
pickerel, while the deeper waters of some of the lakes host landlocked
salmon and lake trout.
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SUBREGION

2d.

FOOTHILLS

KEY DELIMITORS:

This subregion

Region principally
a lesser

degree,

it is distinguished

(relative

most diverse
border

TOPOGRAPHY:

to Subregion

Subregion

hardwood-hemlock

Average

2b).

elevation.

of wetlands

of northern

To

(rela-

hardwoods

and

Its flora and fauna may be the
Disjunct parts

along the New Hampshire

on the basis of their extensive

forest.

is 100-500

ft. in the western

small area of the northwest
Relief

by its paucity

2b are delimited

elevation

but rises to 500-1000

from others of the Uplands

relief and moderat8

2c} and greater proportion

of all the subregions.

and within

transition

is delimited

by its more hilly

tive to Subregion
hemlocks

SUBREGION

ft. in the eastern
portion,

corner as it approaches

two-thirds,

and to 1000-1500

ft. in a

the White Mountains.

is very hilly over most of the area, with areas 'more

level in

I

western Kennebec County and in the Pittsfield-Bangor vicinity.

Peaks

with significant relief include:
Pleasant Mt., Denmark (2007 Ft.)
Sabattus Mt., Center Lovell (1280 ft.)
Streaked Mt., Buckfield {1770 ft.)
Bear Mt., Hartford (1207 ft.)
Spruce Mt., N. Jay· (1120 ft.)

York Hill, New Sharon (1210 ft.)
Frye Mt., Knox Center (1140 ft.)
High Cut Hill, Garland (955 ft.)
Mt. Harris, Dixmont (1233 ft.)
Blue Hill, Blue Hill (934 ft.)

I

The area known as the Dixmont Hills is included in this subregion.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

Perhaps not surprisingly for such a large subregion,

a high diversity of bedrock types and degress of metamorphism is present.
Overall, the bedrock is mainly Silurian-aged, with more recent Early
Devonian-aged strata present in a belt running southwest to northeast and
crossing central Waldo and northern Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties.

This

belt is bisected in a parallel manner by part of Maine's largest fault,
which stretches from Biddeford to the St. Croix River.

Metamorphism has

been greatest in the western portion, and decreases eastward.

The Blue

Hill peninsula is probably more similar geologically to the eastern coast
than to the rest of the subregion.

It is only slightly metamorphosed and

its bedrock is mostly Ordovician-aged.

A sizeable igneous area occurs

near the White Mts., with smaller areas near Canaan, east of Gardiner, at
Bucksport, and on the Blue Hill peninsula.
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SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

Glacial outwash plains

are less extensive

relative

I

to other parts of southern Maine.

They occur mostly east of the Augusta-

Waterville area, west of Bangor, and in the river valleys.

Kame terraces

also are common along the river valleys of the western portion, with
eskers occurring more commonly east of the Kennebec River.
Soils, too, are very diverse.

A large area of loam derived from weakly

calcareous till underlies the low area that includes Stetson, Albion,
Troy, Dixmont, Palmyra, and Athens.

Loams and sandy loams from schistose

till occur west of the Camden Hills, and in the Farmington area, while
sandy loams from granitic till are present in the igneous areas near
Norway.

Typically, soils in the Kennebec River valley and soils nearer

the coast are derived mostly from clay, sand, or glacial till.

At Mos-

cow, ancient marine sediments are found at their highest elevation in
Maine (100 m).

Lesser amounts of soils from sand and gravel deposits

occur with the kame terraces in the western portions.

CLIMATE:

Related to the higher elevations of this subregion, average

temperatures are cooler than for most other parts of the Region.

Average

annual precipitation is greatest in the western arm and d~creases eastward.
WETLANDS:

Wetlands are locally conunon, but are not present in the con-

centrations they are in Subregion 2c.
least three areas:

Clusters of lakes occur in at

near Lovell, China, and Jefferson.

Larger bodies of

water include Kezar Lake, Great Moose Lake, Unity Pond, China Lake,
Embden Pond, and Sebasticook Lake.

Sebasticook and nearby lakes are

noteworthy for their relatively high alkalinity, attributable probably
to small pockets of Silurian limestone.

Relatively short sections of

three major rivers -- the Androscoggin, upper Kennebec, and lower Penobscot
cut across the subregion.

Also included are the Lincoln County portion

of the tidal Sheepscot River, the St. George River, and the Medomak River.

VEGETATION:

Probably no other subregion has as great a diversity of

forest types as this subregion.

In the western arm, maple-beech-birch

predominates with lesser amounts of white pine on sandy upland sites
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and near the river valleys.
tion Hardwoods-Hemlock
becoming
edge.

Moving eastward,

Zone become prevalent,

hardwoods

are prevalent

scot and in areas near Penobscot
on flatter

and southerly

and shagbark

FAUNA:

Species

here,

typical of hardwood

thus affording

forest-specialized

SUBREGION

2e.

NORUMBEGA

tween

and topographies

the biotas

the Northern

Lowlands

in Regions

scarlet,

forests

Subregion

black-

p.26)

their norlhern

more extensive

are prevalent

limits of

Relief

(3a).

portion

of Mt. Desert

and elevations

average

but a few,

of glacial plucking

Atlantic

seaboard,

(in the Camden

Hills),
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and

and forests
include

Island.

500-1000

ft.

like Peaked

Mt.

resulting

and Camden Hills portions

be-

from adjacent

Disjunct parts

in sharp

are noted

for having

and Cadillac

at 1530 ft., is also the highest peak of the subregion.
at 1380 ft.

(2d)

relief and elevation,

rounded monadnocks,

relief on the entire

Subregion

It is delimited

of maple-beech-birch.

show evidence

The Mt. Desert

the highest

for

to and transitional

of the Foothills

is very hilly,

are typically

near Clifton,

areas of habitat

is very similar

2 and 3 by its higher

more extensively

TOPOGRAPHY:

cook,

(Fobes 1946),

and mossy-cup),

(see Overview,

represents

the Camden Hills and the mountainous

cliffs.

of this subregion

HILLS SUBREGION

This subregion

Mountains

or reach their

species.

KEY DELIMITORS:

composed

approach

are

The hilly nature of this area has made much of it unsuitable

for agriculture,

areas

north-

hickory.

and for many this subregion

abundance.

in a belt running

Most of the summits

limit along the 69°F July isotherm
black,

forest

These are the most extensive

Many southern plants

(white,

is the climax

Hills,

inland stands of spruce-fir.

among them are four oaks
gun,

Spruce-fir

County to about Dixmont.

with white birch.

northern

Bay.

east to the northeastern

again along the lower Penob-

areas among the Dixmont

east from Lincoln

covered

with maple-beech-birch

conunon again from the upper Kennebec

Transition

species

forest types of the Transi-

Mt.,

Mt. Megunti-

is the second highest

peak

in the coastal portion
is the highest point

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

Hills are almost entirely

Areas most notable

Green Lake,

metamorphism,

while Lead Mt_, at 1475 ft.,

in the inland portion.

The Norumbega

igneous bedrock.
Tunk Lake,

of the subregion,

Grand Lake,

however,

for their igneous

and Mt. Desert

has generally

some of the most recent
(for Maine)

(mid-Devonian

strata exposed

anywhere

Most of this mountainous

sediments

deposited

by glaciers.

A thin layer of till,

large erratics,

Not unexpectedly,
loams derived

also in scattered
are found.

Camden

granitic

Hills)

lower-lying,

surrounding

maps based on inadequate
More likely,

shale,

cut across

end,

and sandstone

and a small

(Mt.

till
deposits

area of sandy

Desert

cooler

data show the

that surrounds

and attributable

Is.

than the

climate
similar

them,

and

of
to the

but this

only to poor-resolution

data from this relatively

inaccessible

of the Norwnbega

and cooler than the plains
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and

in the Camden Bills portion.

Hills as basically

is moister

sandy

from sand and gravel

the climate of the inland portion

like the coastal portion,

fields with

Near the northeast

and frequently

Bog Subregion

is likely spurious

to smooth

in the bed-

Many eskers

River,

Published

of the Norumbega

climate of the Eastern

bouldeY

of this subregion

moister

land.

have tended

rocky and are generally

till.

till is included

are noticeably

the inland portion

similarity

extensive

loam from slate,

The coastal portions

from outwash

of the ridges.

along the upper Narraguagus

loams from schistose

CLIMATE:

including

A small belt of soils derived

is present

and rare

and local irregularitie~

soils are extremely

pockets,

fault bisects

south of this fault are

These sediments

orientation

from mostly

A major

area rises

covers much of the subregion.

the general northeast

are

in the state.

GEOLOGY:

rock.

by

Regional

to Mississippian-aged)

SURFICIAL

the relief by filling the valleys

activity

Isla~d.

been slight.

the range of hills near Sebao Mt., and directly

underlain

area.
Hills,
from

which

it rises.

This would be due not only to the higher

but also to the fact that the maritime
siderably

inland in eastern Maine,

climatic

elevation

influence

swings

con-

and tends to drop precipitation

in

the hills.

WETLANDS:

Many lakes

productivity.

County

and most have rather low primary

Largest of the lakes

Low areas between
are present,

are present,

the mountains

although

are Graham Lake and Grand Lake.

are typically

boggy.

upper parts of the watersheds

No major

of many Washington

rivers are included.

VEGETATION:

Northern

hardwoods,

especially

on the high ridges of most of this area.
of the lower slopes and valley bottoms,

white birch,
Spruce-fir

are prevalent

forest is typical

and near the surmnits

coastal peaks where fire has been absent in recent decades.
is more typical

FAUNA:

in burned

The fauna,

Subregion
population
southern

rivers

(2d)

too,

Aspen-birch

areas.

is generally

and the Northern

of Sunapee

of the

transitional

Lowland

trout anywhere

Subregion

survives

(3a).

The Foothills
The only native

in Floods Pond,

end of the inland part of the subregion.
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between

at the

OVERVIEW:

KEY DELIMITORS:

REGION

3

NORTHERN

This region is delimited

moderate

relief and elevation,

Northern

Hardwoods

Forest

FOREST

principally

by the prevalence

Zone,

REGION

of the Spruce-Fir-

and by its extensive

water wetlands.

It corresponds

fairly

area of the U.S.

Soil Conservation

closely

Service

by its low-to-

acreage

of fresh-

to the "Northern

(1963)

Mountains"

and to the "Great

Northern Forest" of Day (1950) •

TOPOGRAPHY:

The region shows a gradual rise both from south to north

and from east to west.

The topography is generally rolling-to-hilly,

with the western portion of Aroostook County being the most dissected
and hilly part of the region.

The highest peaks which approach 2500

ft., are found in the western portion adjacent to the Mountains Region.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:
not extensive.

Our geological knowledge of this portion of Maine is
Generally, the region is underlain by slightly altered

sedimentary rocks, with some interlayed igneous rocks.

The mainly

Silurian-aged bedded rocks consist mostly of shale and slate, with some
argillite, quartzite, and limestone.

These rocks have been compressed

into a series of folds and erosion has exposed the edges of the beds
in belts trending northeasterly.

This region plus the Eastern Coast

Subregion (ld) are distinct from all the rest of Maine in that regional
metamorphism has been slight.

Granitic bedrock is usually present only

in mountainous parts.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:
this region.

Still less is known about the surficial geology of

Glacial till is prevalent south to perhaps about 46° lati-

tude, with only scattered areas of well-defined glacial outwash (Jordon
Co., 1969).

Surficial deposits of this region include (LURC, 1976):

a. alluvial deposits of sand, silt and clay and some gravel on flood
plains of rivers and streams
b. swamp deposits of partly decomposed organic matter sometimes mixed with sand, silt, and clay
c. outwash deposits consisting of stratified sand and gravel, along
major streams and rivers
d. lacustrine deposits of silt and clay mixed with very fine sand
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e.

ice contact deposits (e.g., kames) with well-to-poorly
stratifield deposits of sand, gravE:l, cobbles with some silt, clay,
and boulders

f.

glacial till or ground moraine with a heterogeneous mixture of
clay, silt, sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulders.

CLIMATE:

The mos~ obvious feature of the Northern Forest Region's cli-

mate is its severe winters.

Daily minimum temperatures for January

average below 0°F in the northern portion, the coldest place in the
Northeast.

As well as becoming cooler northward, temperatures become

cooler to the west as elevation rises.

Also, snowfall becomes greater

and the number of cloudy days increases in a westerly direction, to a
maximum for Maine (at average elevations) near Jackman.

Precipitation

is frequent, but overall the region is relatively dry for Maine.

This

is because its climate has a more continental character than the climate
nearer the coast (Fobes 1946).

Wet coastal storms, except in part of the
I

Eastern Bog Subregion, do not extend their influence far inland, while
storms of the St. Lawrence Valley pass north of the state or are relatively dry by the time they reach northern Maine.

A slight rain-shadow

effect also may be present due to the Mountain Region's location to the
southwest.

Nevertheless, droughts are rather rare.

Maximum rainfall

typically occurs in summer as convective showers occur readily.

Thunder-

storms, however, are not as common as in other inland regions.

WETLANDS:

This is unmistakably the region richest in wetlands.

In

fact, we have delimited four of its five subregions -- the Rangeley
Lakes Subregion, the Moosehead Lakes Subregion, the Allagash-St. John
Subregion, and the Eastern Bogs Subregion -- on the basis of their outstanding concentrations of lakes or other wetlands.

The headwaters of

the Penobscot and St. Croix Rivers are in this region, as well as thousands of smaller streams.

VEGETATION:

Spruce-fir forest dominates this region, although less so

than in previous decades oecause of lumbering.

It is most prevalent

northward and especially westward within the Region.

Maple-beech-birch

occurs on cut-over or burnt-over areas and on drier ridges usually
under 2500 ft.

(Day, 1950).

It is especially common in inland, eastern

Washington County, and in a belt running northward from about Lincoln
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to the Canadian
cription

rather

considerably

logged,

Overall,

for this region,

are mixed
once

border.

equally

as spruce-fir
throughout

more prevalent

is now present

"mixed

mostly

may be the best des-

and the northern

most of the Region.

in this region

on the well-drained

Croix and other river valleys.

before

hardwoods
White pine,

it was extensively

sandy soils

in the St.

Jack pine (rather than pitch pine) occurs

sporadically on dry, rocky slopes.
productivity

forest"

For most.of

the region, primary

(terrestrial), as calculated from the Thornthwaite model

(Lieth and Box 1972), averages lower (9000-12,000 kg/ha/yr) than for
most of the rest of the state.

FAUNA:

The fauna of the Northern Forest Region is not especially rich,

but a large assemblage of species typical of spruce-fir forests are
found in Maine usually only in this region.

Examples are spruce grouse,

gray (Canada) jay, marten, snowshoe hare, and Canada lynx.

Although

now extirpated from the region, the wolf, wolverine, caribou, and mountain lion (cougar) once roamed this forest.

Moose, beavers, otters,

water shrews, connnon loons, and common mergansers inhabit the numerous
waterways in significant numbers.

Population levels of many of the

small landbirds in this region are highly dependent upon the year-toyear fluctuations in the cone crop (e.g.~ crossbills) or spruce budworm
infestations (e.g., bay-breasted warblers).

The hundreds of lakes and ponds support a substantial cold-water recreational fishery.

Landlocked salmon and lake trout are especially impor-

tant, and the north lake chub and round whitefish are restricted almost
entirely to this region.

Also, the only populations anywhere of blue-

backed trout are present in eight lakes of this region.

At least 28 species of birds, 5 species of mammals, and 15 species
of fishes are more common in this region than elsewhere in Maine.

Black

bears are a prominent feature, and reach an abundance found in few other
states.
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SUBREGION

3a.

NORTHERN

KEY DELIMITORS:

LOWLANDS

This subregion

Forest Region by its normally
spruce-fir

forest,

SUBREGION

is delimited

low elevation

and moderate

from others of the Northern
and relief,

its predominantly

number of lakes and bogs.

Mars Hill is

a disjunct portion.

TOPOGRAPHY:

Most of the subregion consists of upland areas, either flat

or with low, rolling hills rising above wide, flat valleys.

Elevations

are lowest in the southeast rising and becoming more hilly northward
and particularly southwestward in the Dover-Foxcroft area.

About 20

peaks are above 1000 ft. elevation, and five of these are above 1500
ft. -- Kelley Mt., Brighton (1700 ft.); Green Mt., T7R6 (1687 ft.);
Saddleback Mt., T8R3 (1695 ft.); Number Nine Mt., (1638 ft.); and
Mars Hill, (1695 ft.).

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

Regional metamorphism is typically slight.

highly diverse in terms of its geologic age.

Bedrock is

Silurian and Early Devonian

slates are most common, interspersed northward by Ordovician strata.
Maine's largest area of reddish Cambrian-aged slates occurs from east of
Katahdin northeast to Knowles Corner, and is intruded by a large Ordovician-aged granitic portion near Mt. Chase.

More typical Devonian-aged

igneous pockets are present near North Guilford, Mattamiscontis Mt., and
Oakfield.

Northward from Grindstone, a series of metamorphic sandstones

and slates with high dips and few fossils is present (Toppan, 1935).

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:
(seep. 39 ).

Generally as described for the Northern Forest Region

In the southern Piscataquis County portion, loams from

weakly calcareous till predominate and contribute to the fertility of
that area.
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CLIMATE:

Generally as described for the Northern Forest Region.

WETLANDS:

Although a moderate nwnber of lakes and ponds are present,

there are, unlike some lakes regions, no outstandingly large ones.
The larger ones include Sebec, Schoodic, Squapan, and the Eagle-SquareCross-Long Lake chain.

Most of this subregion is contained by the

upper Penobscot River watershed including most of the East and West
Branches, the Mattawamkeag River, and upper parts of the Aroostook River.
Like the Kennebec and Androscoggin Rivers, the preglacial course of the
Penobscot was much altered by the ancient glaciers.

Marshes and swamps

are conunon along the river, and bogs are frequent.

VEGETATION:

Although spruce-fir is predominant, maple-beech-birch

becomes more prevalent southward, especially in the lowlands between
Mt. Chase and Oakfield, in the area north of Matagamon Lake, and in
the Eagle-Long Lake chain.

FAUNA:

Typical Northern Forest species are present (seep. 41 ).

Important habitat for migrating waterfowl is provided by the marshes
along the Penobscot River and its tributaries.

SUBREGION 3b.

ALLAGASH-ST. JOHN RIVER SUBREGION

KEY DELIMITORS:

This subregion is delimited from others of the Northern

Forest subregion by its more hilly and dissected relief, and by the presence of two large rivers, the Allagash and the St. John.

TOPOGRAPHY:

This subregion is lower in the St. John River Valley, where

elevation averaging 500-1000 ft,

is about as low as northern parts of the

Moosehead-Churchill Lakes Subregion (3c).

Maximum elevations are around

2500 ft.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:
subregion.

Regional metamorphism is probably the least of any

Slates and shales are conunon.
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Excepting a small area that

includes

Deboulie

Mt., no major areas of igneous

age, most of the strata are derived
a belt of earlier

from the Early Devonian,

strata lying northwest

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:

rock are present.

In

excepting

of the St. John River.

Generally as described for the Northern Forest

Region.
CLIMATE:

This subregion is noteworthy as being the driest in Maine,

with annual precipitation usually less than 36 inches.

Precipitation

tends to increase eastward.
WETLANDS:

The St. John and the Allagash Rivers, with their many tri-

butaries, are the distinctive hydrologic features of this area.
and ponds are only moderately

conunon,

and are present mainly
I

at the

i

southern and eastern ends.

VEGETATION:

Lakes

The spruce-fir forest typical of this subregion is most

prevalent in the portion west of the juncture of Aroostook, Piscataquis,
and Somerset Counties.

Where this forest has been cut or burned, large

stands of aspen-birch have become conunon here.

Maple-beech-birch forest

is most extensive south of the confluence of the Allagash and St. John.

FAUNA:

In addition to the typical Northern Forest fauna, the rivers of

this subregion host several pairs of bald eagles and provide important
deer wintering areas.

SUBREGION 3c.

MOOSEHEAD-CHURCHILL LAKES SUBREGION

KEY DELIMITORS:

This subregion is delimited from others of the Northern

Forest Region mainly by its concentration of lakes.

TOPOGRAPHY:

Elevation and relief average the highest of ~he Northern

Forest subregions.

This is most noticeable in the southwestern por-

tion, where average elevation rises to over 2000 ft., and a few peaks
approach 2500 ft.

Relief is generally hilly, and lake shores mostly

drop off steeply.
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BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

Regional

bedrock

southwest

plutonic

and Devonian-aged.
Ordovician-aged
believed

of Katahdin

strata,

as described

granitic

with
which

dating

is

from the

into Subregion

4a.

strata of the Trout Brook

by two sizeable

Generally

The

is mostly

Bedrock

and extends

are also exceptional

they are well-exposed

GEOLOGY:

oldest

Mississippian-aged

low.

Devonian-aged,

important.

of some of Maine's

fossiliferous,

Katahdin

rocks are mainly

strata being secondarily

area northwest

SURFICIAL

has been typically

(and including)

Age, occurs west of Jackman

The highly

because

of

Stratified

to be composed

Precambrian

metamorphism

for Maine,

particularly

faults.

for the Northern

Forest

Region.

CLIMATE:
thern

Average

Maine subregions,

frost-free
Lake

annual precipitation
and increases

season in the relatively

is significantly

is greater

than for other nor-

to the southewest.
low-lying

Also,

the

areas around Moosehead

shorter than in most other areas of Piscataquis

county.

WETLANDS:
third

Excluding

deepest

the Kennebec
several

lain,

New England
River.

islands,

shoreline

Chesuncook,

lake

Typical

low primary

with almost

VEGETATION:

Lake Champlain,

(Frey 1966),

Lake is the largest

productivity,

no sandy beaches.

as described

and

and it is the chief source of

of many of this subregion's

and Pemadumcook.

Generally

Moosehead

lakes,

and rather irregular
Other major lakes

it has
rocky

include

Chamber-

Bogs are abundant.

for the Northern

Forest

Region.

The southwestern area is dominated mostly by maple-beech-birch forest.
FAUNA:

Generally as described for the Northern Forest Region.

SUBREGION 3d.
KEY DELIMITORS:

EASTERN BOGS SUBREGION
This subregion is delimited from others of the Northern

Forest Region by its low elevations and abundance of sphagnum bogs.
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TOPOGRAPHY:

Both elevation

in the southeastern
In contrast

and relief are low.

portion,

especially

to the adjacent

Norumbega

Relief is most hilly

in the area south of Calais.

Hills

Subregion,

it has no hills

over 1000 ft. elevation.

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

greater

especially

of Region 3.
are composed

SURFICIAL

Regional

metamorphism

in the southeastern

The northeastern

The prominent

series of many long eskers,
else in the U.S.
noteworthy
Here,

one-third

and northwestern

mainly of Silurian-aged

GEOLGOY:

has been slight,

features

associated

wave-cut

cliffs and terraces,

diatomaceous

earth,

Soils in general

are outstanding

and tributaries.

Excellent

deposits.

examples

The numerous bogs of the area

in glacial kettles.

are heavily organic,

glacial

of

-- raised beaches,

A few have deposits

shale,

derived mostly

of

and sandstone

from peat in lower

till on better-drained

sand or glacial till, while the upper river valleys

Cherryfield

area.

examples

Soils in the lower river and near the coast are mostly

from clay,

Also

usually at the south ends of bog ponds.

areas and from slate,
tions.

deltas,

also are present.

have been formed generally

Nowhere

and well-defined.

with Maine's ancient shoreline

moraines

direction.

of the Columbia-Cherryfield

amid a large glacial outwash plain,

of washboard

bedrock.

running in a north-south

features

of the subregion

feature of this area is the

are glacial eskers so numerous

are the glacial

is

than for other subregions
two-thirds

sedimentary

glacial

but probably

outwash

area have soils derived

Sandy loams from mostly granitic

loca-

derived
and the

from sand and gravel

till occur in more hilly

areas.

CLIMATE:
Coastal

The climate of the Eastern Bogs Subregion
Region than to other regions.

less snow,

Summers

and total annual precipitation

trends are particularly
eastern portion.

noticeable

The northeastern

surplus of only 8-12 inches,

is more similar

are cooler,

is generally

greater.

as the coast is neared
portion,

is considerably

winters

to the
have

These

in the south-

with an average

annual water

drier than the rest.

WETLANDS:

The thousands of sphagnum bogs are, of course, the outstanding

feature of this subregion.

Also noteworthy is the relatively high number

of lakes, most of these associated with bogs.

Largest of these lakes are

the Chiputneticook Lakes (shared with Canada), Big Lake, Grand Falls Lake,
Nicateus Lake, and Baskahegan Lake.

Nearly all the lakes in this subregion

have classically dystrophic (low-productivity), aquatic ecosystems, and are
rather shallow.
River.

Important freshwater marshes occur along the Penobscot

Other important rivers that drain this subregion are mostly in

the southeastern portion, and include the upper Narraguagus, Machias,
Dennys, and Lower St. Croix.

VEGETATION:

Forest cover is primarily spruce-fir with northern hardwoods

on the drier sites.

Bogs are surrounded by ericaceous shrubs and scattered

black spruces and tamaracks.

Rare orchids are present in several bogs,

particularly those that are atypically alkaline, such as Crystal Bog (near

Island Falls) and adjacent areas.

Slightly alkaline wetlands might also

overlie the weakly calcareous soils east of Topsfield.

The distinctive

blueberry barrens east of Deblois occur on the sandy or gravelly soils
overlying the ancient glacial outwash fan in that area.

FAUNA:

Nesting species to some degree restricted to bog ecosystems in

Maine include Lincoln's sparrows, palm warblers, and ring-necked ducks.
The lakes of this subregion support several pairs of nesting ospreys.

A

rare inland nesting of the common tern has occurred on an island in Third
Machias Lake.

The northeastern stronghold of the rare four-toed salamander

may lie in this subregion.

Overall, the fauna is similar to that of the

Northern Forest R~gion.

SUBREGION 3c.

KEY DELIMITORS:

AROOSTOOK LIMESTONE SUBREGION

This subregion is delimited from others of the Northern

Forest Region mainly by its lower elevation and presence of calcareous
bedrock and soils.

It also is characterized by a mostly unforested land-

scape.
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TOPOGRAPHY:

In the extreme

is notably

low for northern

eastern portion
Maine.

Here,

average elevation

is only 0-100

western portion.

Relief is classically

almost exclusively

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

most areas,
bedded,

beds several

rolling,

and slopes

characterizes

and branch

faults

Granite

only near Mapleton

are numerous,

are great

this subregion ..

Usually

feet thick occur sporadically.
amounts

border,

River.

In

it is very thin-

from less than an inch to a few inches

in significant

Faults

bedrock

elevation

It rises to over 500 ft. in the

along the Aroostook

Limestone

along the Canadian

it has been well metamorphosed.

ranging

present

feet.

of this subregion,

thick,

although

is scarce,

(Toppan

and

1935).

more so than in any other part of

the state.

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

Aroostook

River.

The principal

wash plain occurs along the St. John and

Eskers are present

in the southern portion.

occur near Mars Hill and along the Aroostook
are well-drained,
limestone,

They developed

or schist less than 6 inches

in calcareous

low ridges west of Houlton,
in Maine -- are present.
sporadically

CLIMATE:

to Keegan

Similar

WETLANDS:

relative

bedrock

few thin,

in maximum

till but are slightly

and Hardesty

acid.

In the

("hard water,"

Forest

northward

Region.

Lakes

and ponds

Many that are pre-

by Maine standards).

as to the south or west.
bedrock

soils

1966).

to other parts of the state.

into the limestone

flat fragmentsc
diameter.

soils extends

River is the only large river.

values

Soils

soils -- the only Brown Forest

to most of the rest of the Northern

but not as abundantly

may cut deeper

Linneus

(Rourke

sent have high alkalinity
occur,

glacial

The belt of limestone

The Aroostook

are very scarce

and St. John River.

deep loams that contain relatively

sandstone,

Kame terraces

Stream banks

than into the less soluable

of other regions.

VEGETATION:

Most of this region is unvegetated,

for agricultural

land.

Spruce-fir

having

been developed

forest occurs on pearly-drained
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Bogs

sites,

but northern

and white

ash--are

hardwoods--particularly

FAUNA:
forest

of rare plants

of its calcareous

the Aroostock

areas of northern

birch,

Maine.

encountered
Eastern

upland sandpipers

to this region

Most of these have been found along
border.

of the region include many open-land

species not usually

occasionally

bedrock.

are restricted

River near the New Brunswick

Wildlife

beechz

very common.

At least seven species
because

sugar maple,

in coniferous

meadowlarks,

and hardwood
and heavily

indigo buntings,

may nest in these open areas.
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forested
and

OVERVIEW:

KEY DELIMITORS:
relief.

REGION 4

MOUNTAINS REGION

This region is delimited by its high elevation and

Its southern edge follows approximately the 1100-ft. contour

and its northern edge, the 1500-ft. contour.

This area corresponds

partly to the "White Mountains Region" of Fenneman (1938), to the Moosehead Plateau of Toppan (1935) and the Moosehead Highlands of Day (1950).
These authors derivod this distinction from the fact that a 500-ft.
escarpment roughly separates this area from the Uplands Region to the
south.

TOPOGRAPHY:

Elevations are high and relief is usually very great.

Average elevation for the region is 1500-2000 ft.
creases generally in a northwesterly direction.

Base elevation inThe Region includes

(with some overlapping) the Katahdin group, the Boundary Mountains,
i

the White Mountains, and, on a large scale, the Longfellow Mountains.
!

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

Most of the mountains of this region were formed by

granitic intrusions during the Middle to late Devonian.

Some, however,

were formed during the Ordovocian, or consist of gabbroic rather than
granitic materials.:

Metamorphism has been very intense and extensive.
I

Its intensity declines in a northeast direction from the New Hampshire
border.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY:

Data about distribution of cracks, vents, and frac-

ture systems -- all important to the recharge of groundwater in mountain
areas -- is mostly lacking for this region, as is data on glacial deposits.
Generally, glacial deposits are not common because of the ar.ea's high
elevation.

They occur principally along the river valleys and flat lake

shores, where they form a basis for soils derived from their sand and
gravel.

Many eskers terminate at the edge of the region.

On higher

areas, glacial deposits become very thin and soils are usually very thin
and fragile.
tors:

Soil formation is hindered by at least two important fac-

Soils on steep slopes are removed by constant erosion and mass

wasting processes, while decomposition of organic matter to form soil occurs
slowly due to cooler temperatures and excessive moisture.

With increasing

elevation, mineral constituents and organic matter acuumulate to a greater
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thickness

but soils are more acidic

excessively

well-drained

with poorly-drained,
of exposed

CLIMATE:

igneous

and less fertile.

soils on slopes near the summits,

thick,

organic

soils interrupted

rock and boulder

The following

'l'he results

are

but summits

by sizeable

areas

fields.

is excerpted

from Hanstedt

(1975);

The climate of mountain environments is generally more severe than
the surrounding lowlands.
It becomes increasingly severe in the
higher elevations to a point where altitudes over 2500 feet in
Maine generally experience a subarctic climate.
Assuming a 3°F.
alpine temperature lapse rate per thousand foot gain in elevation,
and a mean annual temperature for Maine's mountain regions of
approximately 40°F. (Fobes 1946), mean annual temperatures in
many of the mountain areas hovers near freezing.
Although it is
doubtful whether any soil areas in the mountain regions of Maine
are permanently frozen, (as is the case in some of the White Mountains of New Hampshire), it is likely that many have experienced
intermittent frozen conditions exceeding one year's duration.
While the average temperature and number of annual frost-free days
are reduced with elevation, precipitation
increases substantially.
Studies in Vermont have found an increase of thirty percent more
annual precipitation
on the mountain summits than on the lowlands.
Fog and low lying clouds frequent the mountain tops, increasing
the humidity.
Conifers in the Spruce-Fir zone actually collect
several inches of precipitation
each year from the fog.
In addition to the low temperatures, high precipitation
levels
and the frequency of fog, strong surface winds are often found in
the mountain regions.
The fastest wind velocity ever recorded was
on the summit of Mount Washington in New Hampshire, an incredible
231 miles per hour.
Wind velocities exceeding 100 miles per hour
are not uncommon on the summits of many Maine mountains.
In addition
climate

to showing

altitudinal

of this region tends to become

and west.
Rangeley

In the valleys
Lakes

Subregion

due to the "rain-shadow"

WETLANDS:

between

Subregion

lakes

(tarns)

(4b),

wetter

mountains,

and cooler moving

usually

particularly
is considerably

the

north

in the
less

effect.

of the Region are included

a relatively

are a noteworthy

Bogs are numerous

on individual

the mountains,

(4b), rainfall

Most of the wetlands

Lakes

tains.

trends

low-lying,

feature

in relatively
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somewhat

in the higher,
flat areas,

in the Rangeley

level area.
well-glaciated

and alpine

Cirque
moun-

bogs may

form in bedrock
organic
major

matter.

Portions

rivers

this region,
being

depressions

VEGETATION:

Kennebec,

but drainages

northern

to patterns

spruce-fir
hardwoods

of mountain

microclimatic

-- occur

and relatively

in

steep,

The prevalence

microclimate,

influence

much lower elevations

vegetation

at many other

forest in this region occurs near the summits,

is due to their adaptability

more northern-like

narrow

·Penobscot

occur more often in lower-lying

well mixed with spruce-fir.
summits

of nearly all of Maine's

Androscoggin,

are typically

of undecomposed

in age.

Converse

Maine locations,
while

of the headwaters

the Saco,

rather young

with their thick accumulations

of spruce-fir

areas,

near the

to a wide variety of soils,

and to protection

and its associated

from logging.

spruce-fir

forests

on the north sides of the mountains.
i

generally

to the
The

extends

to

In many

instances, however, soil depth, wind exposure, and fire are the factors
most influencing the extent of alpine vegetation.
is important.

Fire, particularly,

Most open summits in Maine are due to fire, and to a

lesser degree, lumbering.

No peak in Maine rises high enough to have a

thermal timber line (Day 1950).

Average July temperatures are always

above 50°F.

As elevation increases, the spruce forest becomes more stunted and is
tenned "krununholz".

Two shrub-like species of birches (Betula minor

and B. glandulosa) also occur.

Hanstedt (1975) describes the vegetation:

The summits of the highest peaks, generally above 4000 feet, are
usually treeless, and the ground is covered with a low mat-like
carpet of vegetation. Studies in the Green Mountains of Vennont
have revealed that eighty species of vascular plants occur at 1800
feet, fifty-two species at 2600 feet, and only seventeen species
at 3200 feet.

Treeless summits occur on relatively few mountains in Maine. The
most familiar treeless zone in the state is the "Tableland" on
Mount Katahdin, an alpine plateau. The elevation at which the timberline occurs is generally regulated by climate. However, the
occurrence of fires, and the difficulty or inability of many areas
to recover from them, has brought the timberline down substantially
on several Maine mountains. It is very possible that the only
mountain sununit in Maine that has remained unforested 3ince glacial
times is Mount Katahdin.
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The treeless arctic-alpine summit areas are covere<l by a carpet
of low-growing plants.
These arctic-alpine species were left
stranded when the last glaciers retreated and the climate of the
lowlands became milder.
Sixteen plant

FAUNA:

species

occur nowhere

else in Maine but on Mt. Katahdin.

Animal life tends to decrease with increasing elevation.

decline is most marked with coldblooded reptiles and araph i.b i ans ,
bird species are present above timberline in Maine.

This
Few

Rarely, water pipits

and horned larks have nested on the tableland of Katahdin.

Gray-cheeked

thrushes are known to nest in Maine only in the spruce-fir forest immediately below timberline of the higher mountainse

Many typical Northern

Forest birds (seep.

41) are common in the spruce-fir forest of the

intermediate slopes.

On rocky cliffs adjacent to relative].y open but

undisturbed areas, golden eagles nest rarely in this regionu

Mammals in the krummholz and alpine grassy habitat are limited mainly to
occasional yellow-nosed voles, northern bog lerrunings, red-backed and meado'
voles, and long-tail shrews.

The first two rodents have been recorded

only from the Alpine Subregion(4a) in Maine.

Bears may visit areas above

treeline in summer in search of blueberries.

This subregion was the

last home of the woodland caribou in the state.

SUBREGION 4a.

ALPINE SUBREGION

KEY DELIMITORS:

':Phis subregion is delimited from the only other of the

Mountains Region (the Rangely Subregion (4b))by its high elevations and
relief.

Both are the greatest in Maine.

Disjunct areas include the

Katahdin area, the Lobster Mts., the Boundary Bald Mt. area, and Mt. Chase.
TOPOGRAPHY:

The terrain is very rugged.

Katahdin (Baxter Peak)
Katahdin (Hamlin Peak)
Sugarloaf Mt.
Oak Speck Mt.
Crocker Mt.
Bigelow Mt. (West Peak)

5267
4751
4237
4180
4168
4150

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
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Major peaks are:

A total of eleven
over 3500 ft.

mountains

Relief

is greatest

to have the most imposing

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY:

CLIMATE:

This subregion

at Katahdin,

under

under

Nearly

is considered

Region",

of the region

by many

page

Region", page

lacks the big lakes and rivers of areas to
ponds

and tributary

streams

all the larger lakes are in a clear-cut

about 10-20 miles behind
border

which

"Mountain

"Mountain

the north, but many small, mountain
present.

are over 4000 ft. and 51 are

and rugged scenery east of the Rocky Mts.

See discussion

See discussion

WETLANDS:

in this subregion

the escarpment

(Day 1950).

have been formed some distance

roughly

are

zone,

forming the southern

Several narrow,

deeply

incised

valleys

into the south part of this subregion
I

by headward erosion of major rivers (e.g., the Kennebec and Androscoggin
I

Rivers).

VEGETATION:

FAUNA:

See discussion under "Mountain Region", page

See discussion under "Mountain Region", page

SUBREGION 4b.

RANGELEY LAKES SUBREGION

KEY DELIMITORS:

This subregion is delimited from others of the Mountain

Region by its concentration of lakes, plus lower elevation and relief.

TOPOGRAPHY:

·This subregion is essentially a valley of mostly less than

2000-ft. elevation that lies between two groups of mountains oriented
northeast-southwest.

Relief and elevation become quite mountainous,

however, in the western part of the subregion.

There, average eleva-

tion exceeds 2000 feet, and relief is greater than 1500 in a few places.
Major peaks are Aziscohos Mt. (3215 ft.), Deer Mt. (3455 ft.), and Twin
Peaks (3010 ft.).

BEDROCK GEOLOGY:

Bedrock of this subregion is extremely varied, clearly

more so than any other subregion of Maine.
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North of the Rangeley Lakes

themselves,

the bedLock

South of this,
has occurred,
sively

a very complex

degree.

including

the Richardson
Maine,

Igneous

Lakes area.

SURFICIAL

GEOLOGY:

are present

Lake area.

Outcrops

terraces

Glacial

features

in the more level lake basins,

granitic

CLIMATE:

of serpentini te, r'at.he z rare for
part.

Bedrock

are mostly less apparent

is

valley.

than in

but sporadic,

kame

Along the Dead River and

in the subregion,

and their asso-

sandy loams from

area tends to be drier and often cooler
Late frosts

by surrounding

parts of the subregion,

are common,

mountains

before

in the northwest,

WETLANDS:

The larger lakes are Rangeley,

Aziscohos,

Cupsuptic,

and Flagstaff.

but there are many small streams.

Forest

it falls.

The higher

tend to be moister.

Mooselookmeguntic,

No major rivers

Umbagog,
a natural

are present,

Bogs are extensive.

cover is typical of the Northern

of spruce-fir

than the

and much precipitation

The last is not entirely

lake, but the result of an impoundment.

VEGETATION:

in

till are typical.

mountains.

is intercepted

mostly east of

sand and gravel deposits

Elsewhere

This low-lying

surrounding

to a progres-

They also a.re! present

A series of well-defined,

occurs along the Aziscohos

ciated soils are found.

events

throughout.

other areas of the state.

FAUNA:

of me.tamorphic

occur in very local areas in the northwestern
Ordovician-aged

mixtures

series

intrusions

the Flagstaff

primarily

mostly

and diverse

if at all.

such that the strata have become metamorphosed

greater

Rangeley,

is only slightly metamorphosed,

and maple-beech-birch

Forest

(see page

40

Region
) •

Fauna also Ls typical of the Northern Forest Region (see page 41
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Names of the natural

regions

and subregions

-." !.,egencf for Figures

1.

2.

3.

4.

1 and 2 .

COASTAL REGION

la.

Sandy Be ach

lb.

Transition

le.

Penobscot-Muscongus Bays

ld.

Eastern

le.

Cobs cook Bay

UPLANDS REGION

2a.

Oak Forest

2b.

Pine Forest

2c.

Belgrade-Cobbossee Lakes

2d.

Foothills

2e.

Norumbega Hills

NORTHERN FOREST

3a.

Northern Lowlands

3b.

Allagash-St. John River

3c.

Moosehead-Churchill Lakes

3d.

Eastern Bogs

3e.

Aroostook Limestone

MOUNTAINS REGION

4a.

Alpine

4b.

Rangeley Lakes
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of Maine.

FIGURE 1: The natural regions
and subregions of Maine (see
facing page for legend).

5 O

o
Region

5

Boundary

Subregion Boundary

1b

Disjunct Part of Subregion
County Line

1a
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FIGURE 3:
Physiographic
from Fennernan (1938).

Sections,

Seaboard

Lowlands

New England

White

60

Uplands

Mountains

FIGURE 4: Major geographic
subdivisions, from Trefethen
and Trefethen (1938).
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Northwestern lake & forest region
Aroostook potato district
Central woodland & farming district
Washington-Hancock forest & barrens
South-central far.ning region
Coastal region, which is subdivided into
a. resort and farming
b. resort, farming, and fishing
c.
farming and fishing

/:.7:.;~"::-·)

FIGURE 5 : Wildlife management units of Maine Dept. of.
Inland Fisheries & Game, 1974.
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FIGURE 6:
Natural
from Day (1950).

regions,
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Spruce-Fir-Northern Hardwoods}f::;::J

Coastal Coniferous :Forest ~Central & Southern Woodland~
Aroostook Potato Subdivision
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FIGURE 7: Topography with contour
lines in feet above sea level, from
NAR Water Resource Study.
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Land forms and relative
relief, from Day (1950).
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Rolling
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Mountaineous

FIGURE 9:
Geologic bedrock.
Age
of rock strata.
From Maine Geologic Survey (1967 & 1972).
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FIGURE 10:

Geology.

Warner,
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FIGURE 11: Major Soil Families,
from Beaumont (1942).
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FIGURE 12:
Soil Associations,
Rourke (1966).
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FIGURE 13:

Glacial Deposits, f

Perkins (1934).
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FIGURE 16:
frost-free

Average length of
period in length of

days, from U.S. Weather Bureau
(1962) in Lull 1968.
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FIGURE 17: Average daily maximum
temperature for July in degrees
Fahrenheit, from u. s. Weather
Bure·au (1960).
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FIGURE 18:
vegetation,

Potential natural
from Kuchler (1964).
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FIGURE 19: Major forest regions,
from Lull (1968).
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Natural forest vegezo nes, f rom Soci2ty of

American Foresters (1955) and
Westveld (1956).
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